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Variability in fIre, herbivory, and climate facilitate the coexistence of trees and 
grasses in savannas and impact upon savanna structure, which also varies substantially 
both spatially and temporally. These features can shape savannas at an ecosystem and 
even at a global scale, but mechanisms for the effects of fITe, herbivory, and climate 
variability on tree cover are often demographic at the tree population level. Sapling 
growth in particular has repeatedly been shown to be the limiting step, or 'bottleneck', in 
the establishment of trees in savannas. I set out to investigate how spatial and temporal 
variability in fITe, herbivory, and climate shape population dynamics of a suite of 
common African savanna trees, the Acacia, in a landscape context. I carried out my field 
work in Hluhluwe iMfo lozi Park in K waZulu Natal, South Africa, during 2006 and 2007. 
Fire, herbivory, and the grass layer were primary determinants of distributions and 
co-occurrence of Acacia species. They primarily affected saplings, indicating that 
sapling survival may determine distributions of adults. Moreover, communities were 
structured by species' direct interactions with fITe and herbivory, rather than by 
competitive interactions with each other. Spatial heterogeneity in fIre and herbivory 
resulted in an ecologically diverse suite of Acacia species. 
Even within the environments in which different species occurred, both fIre and 
herbivory had the ability to directly suppress Acacia sapling growth and limit 
establishment of adult trees. Sapling growth and maturation, rather than seedling 
establishment or sapling mortality, appeared to be the limiting step. A herbivore 
exclusion experiment showed that at mesic sites, where growth rates were higher, 











browsing or fIre alone was sufficient to prevent saplings growmg. Reductions in 
browsing resulted in increases in sapling growth, indicating that variability in herbivore 
pressure impacts adult establishment and tree population dynamics. 
A long-term study of establishment of Acacia trees using age estimation of adults via 
dendrochronology indicated that tree recruitment is not continuous at local or landscape 
scales. A. karroo recruitment occurred within the last 20 years during periods without 
fIre on a local scale; however, on a landscape scale, decreases in fIre frequency were 
linked to periods of drought. I was unable to link recruitment of A. nilotica and A. 
nigrescens directly to climate, fIre or herbivore population records, but recruitment of 
both species appeared to have stopped in the 1970s. In mesic areas, dominance seemed 
to be shifting from A. nilotica to A. karroo, while in semi-arid areas, large A. nigrescens 
trees are not being replaced. This suggests that major shifts in species dominance and 
even savanna structure are characteristic of these savannas. 
Savannas are highly variable systems that are not adequately described by 
equilibrium ecology models. Non-equilibrium dynamics must form a more fundamental 
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction 
Savanna is defmed by having a continuous grass layer and with a discontinuous tree 
layer and is among the most globally widespread biomes. Although rainfall and soils are 
considered key determinants of savanna distribution and structure (Scholes & Archer 
1997), savannas occur in diverse areas of high and low rainfall and of variable soil 
fertility, making them difficult to define on the basis of climatic and edaphic processes 
alone. Even so, the dominant paradigm for understanding the coexistence of trees and 
grasses in savannas describes trees and grasses sourcing water from different niches. The 
Walter hypothesis suggests that trees source water from deeper soil horizons and grasses 
source more ephemeral water from shallower soil horizons, resulting in potentially stable, 
equilibrium tree-grass coexistence described by Lotka-Volterra competition (Walter 
1971; Walker & Noy-Meir 1982). Recent syntheses have suggested that the Walter 
hypothesis is not a universal or ubiquitous driver for tree-grass coexistence in savannas 
(Scholes & Archer 1997). In fact, the trees and grasses in savannas may not be described 
by stable coexistence at all (e.g. Higgins et al. 2000). Tree-grass ratios fluctuate much 
more widely than equilibrium concepts allow, even over relatively short time periods 
(Walker et al. 1981; Westoby et al. 1989; Gillson 2004). Moreover, this root niche-
differentiation hypothesis offers no good explanation for why woody biomass is often 
substantially less than the 'climate potential' for savannas around the world (Bond 2005; 
Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2005). 
Savannas are probably not equilibrium systems, but defming non-equilibrium, 
especially as a useful concept for management and applied ecology, is a challenge (Ellis 
& Swift 1988; Illius & O'Connor 1999; Sullivan & Rohde 2002). Elucidating the 











Chapter 1 - General Introduction 
variable, non-equilibrium systems without a clear 'climax' state is necessary for 
translating non-equilibrium concepts into practical and applicable management 
principles, for rangelands and conservation areas alike. 
Fire, herbivory, and even rainfall are among the variable features in savanna systems 
that are widely considered to be drivers of savanna structure (Skarpe 1992; Scholes & 
Archer 1997; Sankaran et al. 2004). Fire has been shown to suppress tree cover below its 
theoretical 'climate maximum' in savannas worldwide (Bond 2005; Bond et al. 2005; 
Sankaran et al. 2005), and herbivory can prevent tree recruitment in systems with extant 
native herbivore assemblages (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Barnes 2001; Augustine & 
McNaughton 2004). Nonetheless, trees do establish under conditions that often do not 
favor them. Multiple authors have suggested that fIre (Hoffmann 1999; Higgins et al. 
2000) and herbivory (Belsky 1984; Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Barnes 2001) limit tree 
establishment by suppressing growth of saplings and preventing them from recruiting 
into adult trees. Saplings persist under conditions of frequent fIre or intense browsing 
until they are able to escape or are released and recruit into adults (Prins & van der Jeugd 
1993; Higgins et al. 2000). Herbivore effects are somewhat more difficult to generalize; 
browsers and grazers have distinct effects on savanna vegetation. Browsers can directly 
suppress sapling growth (Belsky 1984; Barnes 2001; Augustine & McNaughton 2004; 
Sharam et al. 2006), while grazers can facilitate tree establishment, primarily by reducing 
grass biomass, resulting in decreased fIre frequency and intensity (Sharp & Whittaker 
2003; van Langevelde et al. 2003; Archibald et al. 2005; Collins & Smith 2006) and 












Chapter 1 - General Introduction 
Climate variability may also fundamentally shape savanna dynamics. In arid 
savannas, seedling establishment has repeatedly been shown to occur primarily in years 
with exceptionally high rainfall (O'Connor 1995; Watson et al. 1997; Wiegand et al. 
1999; Wiegand et al. 2004), resulting in even-aged cohorts of trees. However, the extent 
to which episodic seedling establishment is important in savannas is unknown, and in 
many cases episodic seedling establishment does not dominate tree population dynamics, 
although seedling establishment can still be discontinuous (Watson et al. 1997; Wiegand 
et al. 1999; Wiegand et al. 2004). Rainfall can also impact on tree demography in 
savannas by influencing fire and herbivory dynamics in the landscape. In both mesic and 
semi-arid savannas, interannual rainfall variability determines grass growth, fuel loads, 
and fire intensity (Scholes & Archer 1997; Higgins et al. 2000; Balfour & Howison 2001; 
Knapp et al. 2001). Tree growth can also depend strongly on rainfall (Miller et al. 2001), 
which could influence rates of adult establishment or probability of 'escape' from the 
effects of fire and herbivory. 
Temporal variability in fire, herbivory and rainfall are probably major features 
affecting tree populations and especially tree establishment in savannas. However, 
savanna landscapes are spatially heterogeneous as well, and fire and herbivory in 
particular are spatially variable (Urban et al. 1987; Coughenour 1991; Bailey et al. 1996; 
Schwinning & Parsons 1999; Heyerdahl et al. 2001). Considering spatial variability is an 
important component of understanding how rainfall, fire, and herbivory play out in 
savanna landscapes. Scale matters; hierarchical patch dynamics suggest that dynamic 
heterogeneity at a local scales aggregates, resulting in stability at a regional scale, 











Chapter 1 - General Introduction 
shape savannas (Coughenour & Ellis 1993; Gillson 2004). Climate often governs species 
distributions and savanna structure at continental and regional scales (Williams et al. 
1996; Scholes et al. 2002; Gillson 2004), but even at the continental scale, determinants 
of savanna distribution and non-equilibrium savanna dynamics are under debate. Fire has 
a substantial role in determining global savanna distribution (Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran 
et al. 2005), although both fire and herbivory are usually considered to be important more 
locally (Eckhardt et al. 2000; Moreira 2000; du Toit 2003; van Wilgen et al. 2003; 
D'Odorico et al. 2006). Multiscale non-equilibrium is relatively new to savannas. 
Spatial and temporal dynamics of savanna structure are largely unknown, and the 
relationship ofthese patterns to a dynamic set of drivers is an open question. 
This thesis investigates the effects of temporal and spatial variability in rainfall, fire 
and herbivory on aspects of the demography of common species of Acacia in Hluhluwe 
iMfolozi Park in KwaZulu Nata~ South Africa (for a description of study site and its 
history, see Chapter 2). Questions central to the four data chapters as follows: 
Chapter 3 
Fire, herbivory, and the grass layer are spatially heterogeneous in savannas 
Do fire, herbivory, and grass determine tree species distributions and govern tree 
community assembly? 
o Neutral vs. niche community assembly 
Chapter 4 
Herbivory is a variable feature of savannas, but does it impact on seedlings and 
saplings? 
Are effects localized in areas of intense herbivory? Is herbivory only important at a 











Chapter 1 - General Introduction 
Chapter 5 
Establish a method using tree ring counts and radiocarbon dating for ageing trees for 
Chapter 6 
Chapter 6 
Temporal variability in tree recruitment 
Is tree recruitment continuous, consistent with 'equilibrium' savanna models? 
Ifrecruitment is not continuous: 
o Is variable recruitment related to special conditions or events from rainfall, 
herbivore population, and fire records? 
o Are patterns in variability different from local to landscape scales? 
Chapters 3 through 6 have been prepared as stand-alone papers. Each chapter has a 
theoretical introduction that includes ideas discussed in this introduction and in other 
chapters, resulting in some repetition. Chapter 2 provides background on the study site. 
Chapter 7 synthesizes conclusions and implications. I did data analysis and write-ups of 
all chapters and data collection for all chapters except for Chapter 3. For Chapter 3, I 
have listed as authors people who did data collection. For other chapters, I have listed as 
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C!wpler 2 - SII«j), Site 
This tllC>is hopes to examine changes in th. tree layer in Illllhlllwc il\!/olozi Park In 
rtiatlOn to variable climate. tire tregllelKY and intensity. and herbivorc pre»urc. 
Bao::kground intorrmtLon on tllC geology. climate anJ vcgctallon of the HIlIhlu"~ 
il\1tolozi Par~ bnJ,cape and a dear understanding of OOW lire lll"nag~mcnl "00 
herbi\'ore pOPlllation and landscape managenlCllt hitvc changed thwlIghouttoc his to ry of 
tlx: park are vital to interpreting changes In the trec demographics. 
· " 
liR"" 1.1. \I.,p "I' 111"hl"",. ,~1folo" P,uk ""h m",,.g.m . ,,, « ct;"'" "H1 majo r r"'<,, 111,,1> I"",. and 
'~lfo l oz, (i,n", Ro"o;:,\,o< \',ero o:kcl"ed illOcrcn dcn'ly Ln I ~qj_ Although the oorn d<-!< "''''' " " 
"o,uini>tercd "' Cw"n Land and 001)' ollie'iolly Lnc"'T""'",cd mto Lho To",,,'e on 1982. the HllLhICl"~ 
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year 
H zur< 2.2. ,\llnu,l rainfall ot Hilltop Camp"' Hluillu,,~ GI!Jl10 Res",,-, 
All work fo rthist hesi., IVa' conducted in Hluhlu" e iMfolozi Park (28°00- _ 2~o26' s: 
31'43" - 32"09' E), located in northern KwaZulu Natal. in ea.,tern South Africa. and 
CQv"ring: an area of approximately 89,000 ha (.'cc Figure 2,1). ropography is \'aried, 
consisting mainly ,,[wiling hills of up 10 540m cievalion in the Hluhluwe Game Reserve 
area falling into broader nver valle}s at 40m elevation in the i1ffOHlli Game Rcsen-c 
area. Soil types arc clo.'ciy linked to bedrock geology (Grallam 1992), con.,;st;ng 
pr~dominantly of shales and salidstones with intermittent dolcritic intru.,ion, (K ing I 970: 
Graham 1992). Be<:a1lSe slopes arc steep. calellary sequences Ihal dominate so il, in other 
African Savanna, are 001 distinct in this arCa (Graham 1992). 
Hluhlu",e i}.1f"]OZI Park cxp~ricllCcs S1llnm~r rainfall, which falls prcdominantly 
bch<cen Octoocr and :'I.larch. Rainfall is gelICrally thought to be unimodal (Brooks & 
MacDonald 1983). althou!;h there " ",me e,'idence of bimJdal ,UmmCr ralilfall 
(Ezem\'elo KLN V,."ikilife 20m). Rainfall i, cio.,ely linked to ele\'ation ",ihin the parI. 
([Jalfour & How;""n 2(01), producing a Tainfall gradient l>etw~en nigner elnat;"n 
llluhluw e and lower de\'at;"n iMfolDZi. O\'er the pa't five year" daily temperature, 











Chapla 2 - Sludv Sile 
and between -32'C and --9'C in winter in Hluhlm.e, and b. tween ~40°C and - 14'C in 
summer and between _34'(: and -floe ill wimer in iMfo lozi (Zululand Tree Project data, 
unpubli;hed), Howe'er, rainfall vari.s con,iderably from year to year. The lo ngest 
running raillfall rewrd in the park, from Hilltop Camp ill H luhluwe and spanning 1934 to 
present. shows a maximum annual rainfall of lhlJlJmm in 1')5711'158 and a mill imum of 
515mm in 199111992 (see Figure 2.2), This rainfall rCX'ord suggests that rainfall cycles 
on an 18 year cycle of 9 wet year; followed by 9 dry years (Ezem\'Clo Kli \Vildlife 
20(2). 
Vegetation is variable and heterogenenm throughnlllllluhluwe iMJolo7.i Park. The 
high rainfall hills of Hluhluwe suppon forest patches where Celtis aji"icalla and 
Harpephv!lum ,-ajJrum dominate (\\'bateky & Porter 1983). J\lucina and Rutherford 
(201)6) c lassilY the,e Hluhluwe torests as Scarp fn res! (F07.5). However. the majority of 
Hluhllll\e iMtolozi Park is savanna. classified as Northern Z~luland SourvekJ (SVI22) 
and Zulu land Lowlcld (SV123) (see also Acoch 1975). Spiroslachys aji"icana forms 
. xten,iv . and often monospe~ific woodland, m nverme a",as and drainag. lines of 
Hluhluwe and iMfoiozi, In addition, thickct preclIrwr veget>llion i; be~oming more 
wi<le'pread throughout the park. featuring Euclea dhillurum, E. aispa, and E. ra(;mwsa 
ill H luhluwe and E. di;-illnrum and E. umiu/ala in iMfolozi as well as lJichroslachys 
cinerea and Gymnospor;a .<onega/em;" in both. Howe,'er, half th . park remaillS 
domillal . d by gra.,.,land., and open woNilands which promillently f. amr . acacia" on 
which this lhesi, f""ux, (s .e Figure 2.3) (Whatel . )' & Porter 1983), Acacia ka"'hl, A 
Ili/olica, A. caffra, A. Kerrardii, and A. burkei are widespread in Hluhluwe; A. niKreS(;ell>', 










Chapter 2 - Smdy SiTe 
Jilhough other acacias "Iso OCClll'. Whatel ey and Pon~r (I'J~-,) give the most rec~nt 
thorolLgh ,,,'cr,jew of ,"gd"lion corrununilics and Iheir distrihution throughout (h~ 
Illuhluwe iMfolozi Park Gra» commlLnilles h"vc been tr~Jt~,I",,, thoroughly. Both 
bunchgra>s areas. dominated bv Themeda Iriundro and c.'moopogon ncamlUs 
(\Vhaleley & POlier )983). and grazing: lawns. featuTlng [Jroch/u(l mossambice/lsi,. and 
nigimria !ungi/f)lia (Archibald c/ at 2()05 j, ar~ common lhr""gholll Ihe parl... 
t 
_ C<>,"""'"'" .. ,,""" - ""' .. , _ CO....,. le"",,, 
",,,,.I,,,,,, 
_ ...... ~ ~'".n''' 
_ :lu,,, ... ,,, ""'H~. 
_ _ ~ thid" 
_ G"m,-;.M '''c'''' 
Fi~lIr< 2.3. Br"IJ 'CgthliLOO 'lP'" Ln Illulllu"~ 1.\1[01<:.71 1',111, domed fro", Wh>teky.oo Porter 119R1) 
The wget"lion of Hluhlu\\e l~lfol()£i P"rk hu, undergone >ub>lanliui changes 
through Illne Bu,h eocroachrnelli has certainly been a problem owr large areas. a' 
docull..,nt",l by cOtllp"rlSOnS of vegetat ion cia'silicat ion' allrl maps trom 1'.137 10 I '.I7.~ 
(Ilenkel 1'.137: Watson & MacDonald I'JH2, Whateley & Pone. 19K1) mid of "~ri"l 











Chapter 2 Sliidy Sill' 
abo "ccurr~J . Wal,,," and MacDonald (1982) sugges[ lhal 'owrgrazffi' ,hon-g]:'" 
area, expanded a1 th e exp~ns e of blillchgrass area, limn 1937 to 1975: owrgrazing wa< 
certainly" major perceived concern dming the 1960,; and 1'J7(), (\1~ntis I%~: Walson 
& ,\1 ac[)ona ld I Y~2) Howe\'~r_ Bond el al. (2()() I) sugge't thaI the pmpot1ion of grazing 
lawn in Ihe park may haw aC1<lally decrea,,,,L p""ihly in response to nla[\ag~m~nt 
r]ac!ic~s aimctl at homogcni7ing the impact ofgrazcl's on lh~ landscape. 
A SIIOln 111 STORY Of 1 [l.l ; ll l.U\>,T lr.l l'OIJ)Z I I'.~I~K 
The area in and afOund HhLhlmve it>lfolozi Park has a long h;'tot)' of human 
occ<lpalion. during \,,;hieh people m:ly haw played an imporrant role in <haring iTS 
f'CologicallanJ,capc. Th..: C<lrli~st rnnaim of anatomically modern hmnans m KwaZuhl 
Nalal Jak from a, early,,, 170.000 year, ago from Boruer Cave on lh~ Swazilanu border 
(Miller e/ al. 1999; Grun & BeH ul llOnl 2001), approximalely 80 km from Hluhlu\\ie 
iMfokJYi Park, allhough human "rIC~'lors hau cnlamly i:A:en presenl in Ih~ ar~a for 
million' of year, bdi)re. Slon~ tools "nJ h"mHn rC'lllams Jaling from 79 to 6IJ lhou,anu 
YCHrs Hgo HI Boruer eHYe (Gl'iln & Beammnt 2001) and [ro ln 611026 lhousand y~ars 
Hgo HI Sibuuu Cave neal' [)urhHn (Wadley & JHcobs 2004) indicHk th"t Ih~ "r,," wa, 
Ile"vily ullliL(;u hy nOlll<1dic hunter· g~therers. ["kll,i\'c animal re i naills. inc I"Jing Lebm. 
giram: and impala. in dicate thaI hunting was impotlam (Plug 2(04). Although SihtJdu 
Cave LS found in an ar~a now dominaled by for~sl' (Wadky & lacohs 2(04). the animal 











Chapter 2 - Study Site 
Stone Age inhabitants also used fIre, traces of which can be found in the cave as charcoal 
(Wadley 2004). 
The fIrst evidence of sedentary agriculture dates from approximately 200 to 300 AD, 
when the fIrst Bantu-speaking peoples began immigrating to the area, probably from 
West Africa, marking the beginning of the Iron Age (Hall 1978; Hall 1987). These 
people cleared land for cereal farming, particularly sorghum, kept domesticated cattle, 
sheep, and goats, and smelted iron (van der Merwe 1980; Hall 1987; Maggs & Whitelaw 
1991). In some parts of Africa, extraction of wood for iron smelting is thought to have 
had major effects on vegetation structure (Goucher 1981; Hall 1984; Feely 1985). 
Around 1000 AD, an abrupt break in the nature and content of archaeological sites 
signals the beginning of the Late Iron Age (Maggs & Whitelaw 1991). The Late Iron 
Age is characterized to some extent by cultural diversifIcation and fragmentation 
throughout southern Africa and in Zululand in particular. People appear to have moved 
from valleys up to the hills, and settlements became smaller (Maggs 1980). This change 
in settlement patterns, as well as changes in types of settlements, indicates that 
production of cereals may have become less important and cattle more important 
agriculturally and culturally during this period (Maggs 1980; Hall 1987). Alternatively, 
people may have started to use wood, which does not preserve well, in the construction of 
large permanent settlements in valley bottoms, indicating that populations expanded into 
rather than moved into the hills (Maggs 1980). However, there is no doubt that when the 
second wave of Bantu-speaking immigrants arrived during 15th century from Zimbabwe 











Chapter 2 - Study Site 
Between 1818 and 1828, Shaka consolidated the fragmented and culturally diverse 
Zulu peoples into the Zulu Kingdom. He declared a royal hunting ground in the area at 
the confluence of the White and Black iMfolozi Rivers (see Figure 2.1), which is likely 
the first form of wildlife protection the area had experienced. Hunting may have 
contributed to suppressing and restricting wildlife populations during and before this 
period (Brooks & MacDonald 1983). Fire probably burned with annual to biennial 
frequency in this pre-colonial era (Emslie 1999), although variable rainfall probably 
contributed to variability in fire regimes even then. 
With the subsequent expansion of European colonialism into the region, disease kept 
the Hluhluwe iMfolozi area sparsely populated throughout the 19th century (Lincoln 
1995). Both nagana and malaria were prevalent in the area. Nagana in particular plays 
an important part in the history of the area. Caused by the Trypanosoma parasite and also 
known as trypanosomosis or livestock sleeping sickness, it essentially precluded cattle 
ranching in parts of Zululand through to Kruger National Park and other parts of Africa, 
where it was common. It is borne by tsetse flies (Glossina sp.), which breed at the 
boundary between savanna and bush. Tsetse feed primarily on the blood of wildlife, 
including zebra (£quus burchelli), wildebeest (Connachaetes taurinus), and buffalo 
(Syncerus caffer). For this reason, game was perceived to be responsible for the 
prevalence of nagana. In fact, a major rinderpest epidemic that lasted from 1895 to 1903 
that decimated game populations resulted in major reductions in tsetse fly numbers and in 
the prevalence of nagana. Unlike in the Transvaal and Kruger NP area, however, where 
neither tsetse flies nor nagana ever recuperated after the rinderpest epidemic (Fuller 
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pre-rinderpest levels by 1907, and game populations recovered relatively quickly (Henkel 
1937). 
For this reason, the early history of Hluhluwe and iMfolozi in particular is 
characterized by tension between highly political attempts to eradicate the disease by the 
large-scale slaughter of game and efforts to protect threatened wildlife species (Lincoln 
1995), including the then critically endangered white, or square-lipped, rhinoceros 
(Ceratotherium simum simum). Hluhluwe and iMfolozi Game Reserves were declared 
independently in 1895 (see Figure 2.1); the corridor area was administered as Crown 
Land and effectively formed a part of the reserve complex, although it was only 
incorporated into the reserve in 1982. However, settlement of Northern Zululand 
intensified during the same period, and pressure to eradicate tsetse and nagana mounted 
(Lincoln 1995). Early efforts took the form of large-scale eradication of game, in direct 
conflict with stated conservation goals. Veterinary Services for the province instituted 
the first nagana campaign between 1916 and 1929, slaughtering thousands of heads of 
game (Lincoln 1995; Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife 2002). As research into tsetse fly 
developed, Veterinary Services switched to Harris traps to control fly populations in 
1930, resulting in reduced pressure on ungulate populations. The traps were relatively 
ineffective, however. By 1939, pressure to eradicate tsetse and nagana had mounted 
again, and thousands more head of game were slaughtered (Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife 
2002). Tsetse and nagana persisted, and in 1947 the second official nagana campaign 
began. The only unexplored option was spraying insecticides. Large areas of iMfolozi 
Reserve were sprayed with DDT between 1945 and 1947, with conclusive effects on 
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Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife 2002). In addition, bush clearing experiments began as an 
attempt to eliminate tsetse flies' breeding habitat, and culling of game continued. By 
1952, when nagana was effectively eliminated, game stocks in Hluhluwe and iMfolozi 
had been decimated, and game had been eliminated from unprotected areas of the 
provmce. Giraffe and impala were eliminated from Hluhluwe by 1929 (Mentis 1968), 
and by 1952 no wildebeest or zebra remained in iMfolozi Game Reserve (Ezemvelo KZN 
Wildlife 2002). In Hluhluwe, where pressure to eradicate nagana was somewhat less 
intense, small populations of game survived, while in iMfolozi, animal populations were 
decimated (see Figure 2.4 & Figure 2.5). Animals were able to travel between the 
reserves via the Corridor, however, which was a key factor in the subsequent 
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Figure 2.4. Numbers of dominant grazer, mixed feeder, and browser species in Hluhluwe Game Reserve. 
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Major changes in the animal ecology ofthe reserves also occurred over the same time 
period, even independent of the devastating anti-nagana campaigns. Both reserves 
essentially eradicated carnivores, shooting lions (Panthera leo) and poisoning hyenas 
(Crocuta crocuta); only substantial numbers of leopard (Panthera pardus) remained by 
1930 (Brooks & MacDonald 1983). Lion were re-introduced in 1967, and elephant in 
1978 (Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife 2002). Species assemblages of herbivores changed 
permanently, as specialist niche-feeders, including reedbuck (Cerircapra arundinum), 
mountain reedbuck (Cerircapra fulvorufula) , klipspringer (Oreotragus oreotragus) , 
steenbuck (Raphiceros campestris), and eland (Taurotragus oryx), went locally extinct 
(Henkel 1937). Following declaration of both reserves, animal movements became 
increasingly restricted both because of increasing human popUlation densities outside the 
park and by the gradual fencing of the reserve. This probably had major impacts on 
animal movements and may have intensified animal impacts within the reserve by 
decreasing temporal variation in landscape use (Brooks & MacDonald 1983). 
During the early history of the reserves until 1952, fire was rarely discussed and was 
not managed for explicit vegetation objectives; no vegetation management goals are 
documented from this period. In Hluhluwe, fire was used primarily in winter to ensure 
forage flow, to encourage herbivores to remain inside the reserve while it remained 
unfenced, and to aid game viewing for tourists (Brooks & MacDonald 1983). In 
iMfolozi, fire suppression was standard practice, and only occasionally did an accidental 
fire burn part of the reserve (Emslie 1999). The management of fire in savanna parks in 
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suppression was in line with fIre management policy in larger parks such as Kruger NP 
(Biggs & Potgeiter 1999; van Wilgen et al. 2000). 
The fIrst research offIcer was appointed to the Hluhluwe iMfolozi area in 1952. 
Management policy was offIcially described as aiming ''to maintain all species at present 
found within the reserve. This means trying to maintain a balance among the animals and 
between them and the soil, the vegetation and the water supplies. Ideally, this may be 
interpreted as maintaining the habitats as they occurred in the days prior to the restriction 
of game movements" (in Brooks & MacDonald 1983). The rationalization of ecological 
and 'scientifIc' conservation objectives represents a shift from 'single-species' 
conservation focusing on the white rhinoceros to conservation focusing on a multitude of 
species. Nonetheless, the system was viewed as a stable, equilibrium entity; preservation 
of extant systems remained the conservation goal, in line with the global conservations 
paradigm at the time (Pickett et al. 1992). Management actions changed little despite a 
shift in explicit conservation objectives. 
An assessment of Hluhluwe in 1952 detected what was perceived as severe 
vegetation and soil degradation attributed to overburning and to extreme grazing and 
browsing pressure, exacerbated by the effects of a long drought (Brooks & MacDonald 
1983). Game culling began in Hluhluwe in 1954 and intensifIed in 1959, focusing on 
'gregarious grazers' thought to have major effects on vegetation cover. Nonetheless, 
densities of wildebeest and zebra recovered substantially after the end of the nagana 
campaigns (see Figure 2.4). Burning for forage flow continued, but management's 
emphasis changed to focus on preventing shrub encroachment into grasslands. From 
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of the year. Bush clearing continued in some areas (Brooks & MacDonald 1983). A 
similar assessment in iMfolozi revealed 'good' veld conditions arising from low animal 
populations following the nagana campaigns. Culling continued, but focused on species 
perceived to be competitors with white rhino, which continued as the conservation focus 
of the reserve; wildebeest and zebra were completely excluded from iMfolozi and 
warthog (Phacochoerus aethipicus) were culled extensively (Brooks & MacDonald 
1983). From the 1960s, herbivore population management changed to parallel rainfall; 
more animals were culled in dry years, when veld condition was worse, and fewer in wet 
years, when veld condition was better (see Figure 2.5). However, from 1974, herbivore 
management changed to emphasize managing the spatial use of the landscape by 
herbivores. This was done primarily by using fire to attract herbivores to underutilized 
areas and to rest short-grass grazing lawns, which were perceived to be 'degraded'. 
Autumn and spring burns were recommended for this purpose (Brooks & MacDonald 
1983). 
iMfo lozi' s fire policy was rationalized, but fire frequencies remained low. Most 
areas in the Hluhluwe Reserve, including areas of relatively low rainfall, have burned 
more than 10 times between 1956 and 1996, while most areas in the iMfolozi Reserve 
have burned only between one and eight times during the same period (Balfour & 
Howison 2001). Overgrazing became an increasing concern even in iMfolozi as 
herbivore populations increased (Mentis 1968). In both reserves, managers remained 
concerned with degraded veld condition and with managing herbivore impacts to allow 
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Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park has undergone an explicit change in management policy in 
the last decade to "process-based" management of herbivory and fire (Ezemvelo KZN 
Wildlife 2002) in line with a change in the global conservation paradigm (Pickett et al. 
1992). The park's management plan acknowledges that the park is a product of a human 
and ecological history and that ecological processes, including herbivory and fire, clearly 
do not function as they did in the pre-colonial landscape. For this reason, management 
aims to replicate these processes as they might have functioned in an intact landscape. 
This management plan poses a new set of challenges and questions. We have no clear 
understanding of how climate, fire and herbivore populations over the past century have 
shaped the savannas that we see in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park today, and of how they 
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Chapter 3 
Fire, herbivory, and the grass layer contribute to 
structuring Acacia communities in an African savanna 
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Introduction 
Savannas are defined as having a continuous grass layer with a discontinuous tree 
layer, and the 'savanna problem' - explaining tree-grass coexistence - dominates savanna 
ecology (Sarmiento 1984; Skarpe 1992; Scholes & Archer 1997; Sankaran et al. 2005). 
Most authors agree that a combination of climatic and edaphic variables in combination 
with fire and herbivory contribute to tree-grass coexistence, though some emphasize an 
equilibrium-based 'bottom-up' control (Walter 1971; Walker & Noy-Meir 1982) while 
others emphasize variability and disturbance. Tree-grass ratios fluctuate widely over 
short and long time periods (Walker et al. 1981; Westoby et al. 1989; Gillson 2004) and 
they are often not at equilibrium with climate (Bond 2005; Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et 
al. 2005). Both fire (Eckhardt et al. 2000; Moreira 2000; van Wilgen et al. 2003; 
D'Odorico et al. 2006) and herbivory (du Toit 2003; Sharam et al. 2006) may account for 
much ofthe variability and heterogeneity in savanna systems. 
Fire has been shown to suppress tree cover below its theoretical 'climate maximum' 
In savannas worldwide (Bond 2005; Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2005), and 
herbivory by native herbivores can prevent tree recruitment in systems with extant native 
herbivore assemblages (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Barnes 2001; Augustine & 
McNaughton 2004). Nonetheless, trees do establish despite fire and herbivory. Saplings 
persist under conditions of frequent fIre or intense browsing until they are able to escape 
or are released and recruit into adults (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Higgins et al. 2000). 
Some savanna saplings have adapted a unique set of characteristics for surviving 
environments with frequent fire, including the ability to resprout from stored root starch 
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specializations (Gignoux et al. 1997; Archibald & Bond 2003; Hoffmann & Solbrig 
2003). Other savanna saplings have adapted characteristics for dealing with herbivory, 
including chemical, structural and architectural defenses against herbivory (Grubb 1992; 
Gowda 1996; Marquis 1996; Gowda 1997; Stowe et al. 2000; Archibald & Bond 2003; 
Rooke et al. 2004). Species have clearly evolved a variety of strategies for coping with 
frequent and intense disturbances from fIres and from herbivory. 
However, the potential for the same determinants of savanna structure to impact on 
composition of vegetation communities in savannas is largely unknown. Community 
ecology has traditionally focused on competition as the mechanism for structuring 
community assembly and for shaping species' responses to their environments (Connell 
1961; MacArthur 1970; May & MacArthur 1972; Keddy & Shipley 1989; Chesson 2000; 
Tilman 2004). The role of competition in structuring communities is not universal; major 
disturbances are often considered to prevent systems from reaching competitive 
equilibrium (Huston 1979; Pickett & White 1985). However, despite the acknowledged 
role of disturbance in shaping community dynamics, community ecology and savanna 
ecology in particular often focus instead on the role of physiological growth constraints 
in restricting species distributions (Williams et al. 1996; Scho les et al. 2002; Silvertown 
2004). If fIre and herbivory are important in limiting tree recruitment, they could also be 
important in structuring woody plant assemblages. Well-defended saplings would 
survive best in heavily browsed areas, whereas saplings tolerant of fIre would dominate 
in frequently burnt areas. Species assemblages would be structured by type and intensity 
of disturbance experienced by juveniles. However, there are few examples of community 
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et al. 2001), despite the potential for fire and herbivory to have major effects III 
structuring communities in savanna ecosystems. 
Competition of trees with grasses for water has long been a major concern of savanna 
ecology. If trees and grasses compete for water, how are they able to coexist? The 
'Walter hypothesis' suggests that if competition among trees and among grasses is 
stronger then competition between trees and grasses via a separation in rooting depth, 
stable coexistence should be possible (Walter 1971; Walker & Noy-Meir 1982; Higgins 
et al. 2000). In fact, tree-grass coexistence is not stable (Walker et al. 1981; Westoby et 
al. 1989; Gillson 2004), trees often do compete with grasses directly for water (Koukoura 
& Menke 1995; Le Roux et al. 1995; Mordelet et al. 1997; Weltzin & McPherson 1997), 
and competition for water, nutrients and even light between grasses and trees, especially 
tree seedlings, may affect tree demographics in savannas (Menaut et al. 1990; Davis et al. 
1999). If species respond differently to competition with grasses, variation in the grass 
layer could also structure woody plant assemblages. Nonetheless, studies of responses of 
seedling and sapling distributions to a dynamic grass layer in savanna landscapes are rare 
(but see Archer 1990; Brown & Archer 1999). 
This paper reports the results of a study investigating distributions of common Acacia 
species along fire frequency, herbivore use intensity and grass biomass and cover 
gradients in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. We were 
interested in determining the degree to which species' ability to deal with disturbances 
determines their distribution and the extent to which that disturbance determines 
community assembly. Acacia species are dominant throughout the park; the most 
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karroo, A. ni/otica, A. grandicornuta, A. nigrescens, and A. tortilis. Acacia species 
occurrence, herbivore use, fire history, and grass biomass and cover were recorded for 
plots distributed throughout the park, sampled in June to August of2007. We analyzed 
whether these gradients explained variation in probability of occurrence of each species 
and whether they improved predictions of species co-occurrence relative to a null model. 
Acacia architecture may be expected to differ in frequently burnt areas and in areas 
with intense herbivory. Archibald and Bond (2003) found intraspecific variation in A. 
karroo sapling architecture, with pole-like forms occurring in frequently burnt areas and 
densely ramified cage-like forms where browsing was intense. We characterized sapling 
architecture to determine whether the distribution of species along gradients was 
correlated with differences in architectural traits related to herbivory and fire. 
Study Area 
The study was conducted in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park (900 kru2; 28°00' - 28°26' S; 
31 °43' - 32°09' E), located in northern KwaZulu NataL South Africa. Topography is 
varied, consisting mainly ofrolling hills of up to 540m elevation in the Hluhluwe Game 
Reserve area falling into broader river valleys at 40m elevation in the iMfolozi Game 
Reserve area. Soil types are closely linked to bedrock geology (Graham 1992), 
consisting predominantly of shales and sandstones with intermittent doleritic intrusions 
(King 1970; Graham 1992). Because slopes are steep, catenary sequences that dominate 
soils in other African savannas are not distinct in this area. 
Rainfall is closely linked to elevation within the park (Balfour & Howison 200 1), 
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iMfolozi GR. The longest rainfall series comes from Hilltop Tourist Camp in Hluhluwe, 
where rainfall in the park is highest, and spans 1933 to 2006. Average annual rainfall 
was 974mm. A maximum rainfall of 1594mm fell during the 195711958 season and a 
minimum 0 f 517 mm during the 1991/ 1992 season. Hluhluwe daily temperatures range 
between ~ 39°C (mean daily T max) and ~ 15°C (mean daily T min) in summer and between 
~32°C and ~9°C in winter. iMfolozi daily temperatures range between ~40°C and ~14°C 
in summer and between ~34°C and ~6°C in winter (Zululand Tree Project baseline data). 
Fire frequency in the park varies with rainfall; areas of high fire frequency have 
burned more than 10 times between 1956 and 1996, while areas of low fire frequency 
burned as little as once during the same period (Balfour & Howison 2001). Large 
mammal herbivore densities within and between reserves vary depending on herbivore 
habitat preferences. Impala (Aepyceros melampus) are by far the most numerous 
herbivore in the park and occur with higher densities in semi-arid iMfolozi (36 per km2) 
than in mesic Hluhluwe (24 per km2); white rhino (Ceratotherium simum) make up the 
largest biomass in the park with higher densities in iMfolozi (2.5 per km2) than Hluhluwe 
(1.8 per km2). Herbivore densities have fluctuated substantially during the past century 
in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park, largely due to hunting, the rinderpest epidemic, and culling 
campaigns during the early part of the 20th century associated with efforts to eradicate the 
nagana livestock disease. However, herbivore densities have recuperated, and the park 
currently employs drought mitigation strategies, including limiting fire during dry periods 
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Methods 
COMMUNITY COMPOSITION 
Acacia savanna communities were sampled next to roads throughout Hluhluwe 
iMfolozi Park during June through August of 2007. Transects of 40m x 10m ran 
perpendicular to the road starting 30m from the side ofthe road. Species and height were 
recorded for all trees in the transect, and diameter at breast height (lAm) was recorded 
for tree stems with circumference greater than IOcm. Measuring height of tree allowed 
us to differentiate between saplings (height :S 2m) and adults (height?: 3.5m) and 
evaluate whether they respond to gradients differently. Grass biomass was measured 
with a disc pasture meter CDPM) every two meters along the transect (see Bransby & 
Tainton 1977). DPM reading were converted to grass biomass using the following 
equation: 
grass biomass in g m-2 = 12.6 + 26.1 * DPM 
calibrated for 1735 samples (R2=0.73). At each DPM reading, percent cover was 
estimated and grass species recorded. All dung in the transect was identified and counted 
as numbers of piles. 
We placed transects at 500m intervals along roads. A total of 202 sites were 
distributed throughout the park (see Figure 3.1), except in the iMfolozi Wilderness Area, 
where there is no road access. We did not sample in dense thicket, where Acacia saplings 
are rare, or Spirostachys africana woodlands, which occur predominantly in drainage 
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rare. We sampled primarily along open-access dirt roads and avoided large paved roads 
because of concerns about edge effects. 
• transect locations 
- roads & boundaries 
I 1 
o 5 10 15 _-===-__ ====i.Kilometers 
Figure 3.1. Map ofHluhluwe iMfolozi Park with road network and distribution of plots. 
Dung counts were used as surrogates for herbivore use. Although herbivore 
population estimates are available for the park, there are no spatiaIIy explicit estimates 
suitable for examining herbivore impacts on a community scale. However, spatialIy 
explicit fIre records are available; frequency of fIres over the past 20 years at each site 
was extracted from HIuhluwe iMfolozi Park records. Although rainfaII varies 
substantiaIIy throughout the park, spatiaIIy explicit rainfaII records are not available. 
However, rainfaII increases as elevation increases (Balfour & Howison 2001) and we 
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SPINESCENCE AND ARCHITECTURE 
Sapling architecture was measured for 25 saplings of each species (except A. caffra). 
For each individual, we measured vertical height of the sapling and the number, length, 
and position of all primary branches emerging from the main stem. On every third 
primary branch, we recorded the total number of secondary branches emerging from the 
branch and then measured thorn length, width, and leaf length for the middle three thorns 
on the branch. From this information, we have calculated overall primary branch density 
per meter of sapling height, secondary branch density per meter of primary branch, 
average spine length and width, and average length of the longest leaf at each spine. This 
is a simple yet effective way to characterize the branching and spinescence of Acacia 
saplings. 
ANALYSIS 
Species Occurrence along Gradients 
Distribution and co-occurrence of Acacia saplings (height:::; 2m) and adults (ht > 
3.5m) were analyzed relative to gradients in elevation, grass biomass and cover, dung 
counts, and local fIre frequency. Each common Acacia species was classifIed as present 
or absent in each plot. Gradients were divided into classes with at least 7 plots in each 
class. Classes were equal sized except where classes had fewer than 7 plots, when 
adjacent classes were combined until all classes along a gradient had at least 7 plots. For 
instance, plots that burned once or twice were combined and plots that burned either l3 
or 14 times were combined, but integer classes were used for all other fIre frequencies 
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for each class along each gradient (for an iIlustration of raw data and of corresponding 
probability of presence along a fIre gradients, see Figure 3.2). Relationships between the 
gradient and probability of presence were usually linear or quadratic; lines of fit and 
regressions were calculated using one- or two-term best subset polynomial regression in 
STATISTICA V6 (StatSoft 2004). In cases were linearity was not rejected, we used 
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Figure 3.2. Sapling abundance and probability of sapling presence vs. fire frequency for A. karroo and A. 
tortilis. Probability of sapling presence was calculated for each class along gradients. Gradients were 
divided into classes with at least 7 plots. Classes were equal sized except where classes had fewer than 7 
plots, when adjacent classes were combined, e.g. plots burned 1 to 2 times were combined and plots that 
burned 13 to 14 times were combined, but integer classes were used for all other fire frequencies. 
Species Co-occurrence along Gradients 
To determine whether these gradients were important III structuring community 
composition and species co-occurrence, we compared observed co-occurrence for each 
species pair (total number of plots with both species present) with expected co-
occurrence of each species pair. Observed and expected co-occurrence were compared 
using a x2-test with four categories: 1) both species present, 2) only species A present, 3) 
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freedom. We fIrst tested whether species co-occurrence was totally random by 
comparmg observed co-occurrence (observed Nboth = Ntot*p[A+B]) to expected co-
occurrence assummg that co-occurrence is totally random on the landscape for each 
species pair: 
expected Nboth = Ntot*p[A]*p[B] 
expected Non1y A = Ntot*(p[A] - p[A]*p[B]) 
expected Non1y B = Ntot*(p[B] - p[A]*p[B]) 
expected Nneither = Ntot - NA - NB - NA+B 
In this case, the null model was random co-occurrence; we evaluated whether species co-
occurrence patterns would be adequately explained by random occurrence in the 
landscape or whether additional structure was needed to explain co-occurrence patterns. 
We evaluated whether using species responses to gradients to predict rates of co-
occurrence improved predictions of rates of co-occurrence. We calculated co-occurrence 
within each class along each gradient and summed all classes along a gradient, resulting 
in predictions of total co-occurrence in the landscape. We then compared observed co-
occurrence to expected co-occurrence, assuming that co-occurrence was structured 
among n classes along each gradient but was random within each class: 
n 
expected Nboth = ~ N*Pi[A]*Pi[B] 
i=l 
n 
expected NonlyA = ~ Ni*(Pj[A] - pj[A]*pj[B]) 
i=l 
n 
expected NonlyB = ~ N*(Pj[B] - pj[A]*pj[B]) 
i=l 
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where Ni is the number of plots in category i, pJA} is the probability of one species 
occurring in that category, and pJB} is the probability of the other species occurring in 
that category. Fits of probability of occurrence with gradient were used to estimate 
probabilities of species presence in classes along each gradient. The Dunn-Sidak 
modification of the Bonferroni correction was used to modify thresholds for significance 
testing (Quinn & Keough 2002): 
a = 1 - (1 - 0.05)l/c 
where c is the number of comparisons; a total of 21 species-pairs were compared, 
resulting in a equal to 0.0024. 
Improvement in accuracy of expected co-occurrence calculated along a gradient was 
interpreted as evidence that communities were structured along that gradient. Differences 
between expected and observed co-occurrence that persisted even when we used 
gradients were interpreted as evidence that some other factor was important in structuring 
communities in these savannas. 
The role of gradients in regulating species distributions and coexistence were also 
analyzed via NMDS ordination in PC-Ord (McCune & Mefford 1999). Distances were 
calculated using Bray-Curtis dissimilarity. NMDS ordination was done with a maximum 
of 400 iterations, an instability criterion of 0.00001, starting with 6 axes, and 40 real and 
50 randomized runs. Relationships of species compositions to disturbance gradients were 
calculated from Pearson's correlation analyses in NMDS joint plots. 
Sapling Architecture and Relationship to Gradients 
Species' sapling architecture was characterized by calculating primary and secondary 
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were closely related (R2=0.741, p<O.OOOl). Grass biomass decreased with increasing 
dung counts (log transformed) (R2=0.506, p<O.OOOl), whereas number offrres in 20 years 
increased with increasing grass biomass (R2=0.424, p<O.OOOl). Similarly, grass cover 
also decreased with increasing dung counts (log transformed) (k=0.350, p<O.OOOl), and 
frre frequency increased with increasing grass cover (k=0.313, p<O.OOOl). Fire 
frequency decreased with increasing herbivore use (k=0.281,p<0.0001). 
OCCURRENCE OF ACACIA ALONG GRADIENTS 
Variation in species responses to these gradients was substantial, and the strength of 
these gradients in explaining trends in occurrence of Acacia species also varied. 
Abundances of saplings of different species varied substantially along gradients (see 
Figure 3.2). However, abundance is less central than probability of presence (Q) for 
characterizing where species occur along the gradient. Most of the analyses that follow 
use probability of presence of a species along sections ofthe various gradients. 
Saplings 
Elevation, as a surrogate for rainfall, was not a universal predictor of probability of 
presence of Acacia saplings (see Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1). Probability of presence ofA. 
caffra and A. karroo saplings increased with increasing elevation/rainfall, although 
probability of finding A. karroo saplings was higher than 40% even at low rainfall. 
Probability of presence of A. grandicornuta and A. nigrescens saplings decreased as 
rainfall increased. A. torti/is, A. ni/otica, and A. gerrardii sapling occurrence was not 
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Figure 3.5. Probability of Acacia sapling occurrence along elevation, grass biomass and cover, dung 
count, and fire frequency gradients. Solid lines show linear or quadratic fits (see Table 1); dotted lines 
show least squared distance fits for species that had clear trends in probability of occurrence along the 
gradient but were not described by linear or quadratic relationships. A, karroa and A, caJJra saplings 
occurred in areas with high grass biomass and cover, low dung counts, and high fire frequency. A. nilatica 
and A. gerrardii occurred at intermediate grass biomass and fire frequency. A, grandicarnuta, A. 
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Table 3.1. Probability of presence of Acacia saplings (ht::; 2m) along elevation, grass biomass and cover, 
herbivore use and fire frequency gradients. Polynomial regressions were done to define relationships 
between probability of occurrence (Q) of small Acacia trees and gradients, except where linearity was not 
rejected. 
Probability of small Acacia presence R2 
A. caffra 0.484 
A. gerrardii 
A. karroo 0.618 
elevation A. nilotica 
A. grandicornuta 0.803 
A. nigrescens 0.809 
A. tortilis 
A. caffra 0.686 
A. gerrardii 
grass biomass 
A. karroo 0.936 
(g/m2) A. nilotica 0.865 
A. grandicornuta 0.955 
A. nigrescens 0.837 
A. tortilis 
A. cqffra 0.687 
A. gerrardii 
A. karroo 0.773 
% grass cover A. nilotica 0.634 
A. grandicornuta 0.636 
A. nigrescens 
A. tortilis 0.559 
A. caffra 0.575 
A. gerrardii 0.586 
A. karroo 0.842 
dung count (piles) A. nilotica 0.611 
A. grandicornuta 0.745 
A. nigrescens 0.765 
A. tortilis 0.952 
A. caffra 0.789 
A. gerrardii 0.663 
# of fires 
A. karroo 0.907 
A. nilotica 0.420 
in 20 years A. grandicornuta 0.737 
A. nigrescens 0.723 






































Q = -0.082 + 0.0017*elev 
Q = 0.027 + 0.0017*elev 
Q = 1.00 - 0.0069*elev + 0.000012*elev? 
Q = 0.45 - 0.0015*elev 
Q = -0.45 + O.13*ln(bm) 
Q = -0.85 + 0.29*ln(bm) 
Q = -2.78 + l.35*ln(bm) - 0.13*ln(bm)2 
Q = 3.31 - 1.11 *In(bm) + 0.093*ln(bm)2 
Q = -0.69 + 0.11 *In(bm) 
Q = 0.11 - 0.0053*cover 
Q = -0.039 + 0.010*cover 
Q = 0.44 + 0.0043*cover 
Q = 0.56 - 0.0065*cover 
Q = 0.59 - 0.000073*cover2 
Q = 0.53 - 0.11 *In(dng) 
Q = 0.l6 + 0.057*ln(dng) 
Q = 1.06 - 0.18*ln(dng) 
Q = 0.55 + 0.29*ln(dng) - 0.064*ln(dngl 
Q = -0.l1 + 0.096*ln(dng) 
Q = -0.066 + 0.076*ln(dng) 
Q = 0.036*ln(dng)2 
Q = -0.12 + 0.046*fire 
Q = 0.097*fire - 0.0072*fire2 
Q = -0.064 + 0.082*fire 
Q = 0.41 + 0.040*fire 
Q = 0.74 - O. 13 * fire + 0.0058*fire2 
Q = 0.58 - 0.054*fire 
Q = 0.92 - O.078*fire 
t Probability of presence shows a clear pattern in relation to the driver. This relationship is not described 
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Some Acacia species showed predictable trends in probability of sapling occurrence 
along a grass biomass gradient (see Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1). Probability of presence of 
A. caffra and A. karroo saplings increased with increasing grass biomass. Probability of 
presence of A. grandicornuta and A. nigrescens saplings decreased as grass biomass 
increased. A. nilotica saplings occurred most frequently at intermediate grass biomass. 
Probability of presence of A. gerrardii and A. tortilis saplings also showed clear patterns 
along a grass biomass gradient, but neither polynomial nor linear fits adequately 
described this relationship; probability of sapling presence increased to a peak at a 
relatively low grass biomass and decreased again. Although their probability of presence 
peaked at similar grass biomass, A. gerrardii sapling occurrence was less structured than 
A. tortilis sapling occurrence along the grass biomass gradient; A. gerrardii saplings 
occurred even at high grass biomass, while probability of presence of A. tortilis saplings 
declined to zero. 
Some Acacia specIes also showed predictable trends in probability of sapling 
occurrence along a grass cover gradient (see Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1). Probability of 
presence of A. caffra and A. karroo saplings increased with increasing grass cover. 
Probability of presence of A. nilotica saplings also increased with increasing grass cover, 
but probability of presence was almost 50% throughout the entire range of grass cover. 
Probability of presence of A. grandicornuta and A. tortilis saplings decreased as grass 
cover increased. Grass cover was not significantly related to probability of presence of A. 
gerrardii or A. nigrescens saplings. 
Dung counts and fire frequency were both more consistent predictors of probability 
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3.5 and Table 3.1). Probability of presence of A. caffra and A. karroo saplings decreased 
with increasing herbivore use. Probability of presence of A. grandicornuta, A. nigrescens 
and A. tortilis sap lings increased as herbivore use increased. Pro babi lity 0 f presence 0 f 
A. gerrardii saplings increased with increasing dung counts but was relatively high 
throughout the range of dung counts. A. nilotica saplings occurred most frequently at 
intermediate herbivore use. 
Probability of presence of A. caffra and A. karroo saplings increased with increasing 
fIre frequency. Probability of presence of A. grandicornuta, A. nigrescens, and A. tortilis 
saplings decreased as fIre frequency increased, although A. tortilis and A. nigrescens 
saplings were tolerant of slightly higher fIre frequency than A. grandicornuta. A. 
gerrardii and A. nilotica saplings occurred most frequently at intermediate fIre frequency, 
but A. nilotica saplings peaked at a higher fIre frequency than A. gerrardii. 
Saplings of most species occurred even in plots where adults of the same species did 
not occur (see Table 3.2). More that 90% of the plots containing saplings ofA. caffra, A. 
gerrardii, or A. karroo did not have conspecifIc adults in them, while 70% or more of the 
plots containing saplings of A. ni/otica, A. grandicornuta, or A. torti/is did not have 
conspecifIc adults. Only A. nigrescens saplings appeared to be constrained to plots where 
adults of that species were also present, but adults are so widespread that this is not 
surprising. These results indicate that dispersal was probably not a limiting factor 
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Table 3.2. Distribution of saplings relative to distribution of adults. Number and percentage of plots with 
saplings that have no adults, and number and percentage of plots with saplings that have no adults. 
N plots with N plots with saplings 
% of plots wi % of plots wi 
saplings & adults & no adults 
saplings that also saplings that have 
have adults no adults 
A. caffra 1 48 2% 98 % 
A. gerrardii 4 64 6% 94% 
A. karroo 12 109 10% 90% 
A. nilotica 45 103 30% 70% 
A. grandicornuta 8 19 30% 70% 
A. nigrescens 12 15 44% 56% 
A. torti/is 8 52 13% 87% 
Adults 
Of 202 plots only one plot had large A. caffra trees and only four had large A. 
gerrardii trees; probability of presence ofthese species was not analyzed along gradients. 
In general, probability of large Acacia tree presence was less predictably related to 
gradients than Acacia sapling presence (see Figure 3.6 and Table 3.3). However, where 
adult presence was related to gradients, patterns were similar to sapling distribution 
patterns. 
Probability of presence of A. nilotica adults peaked at intermediate elevation, grass 
cover, and grass biomass. Probability of presence of A. grandicornuta and A. nigrescens 
adults decreased with increasing elevation/rainfall and increasing grass biomass; 
probability of A. nigrescens adults also decreased with increasing grass cover. 
Probability of presence of A. karroo adults decreased with increasing herbivore use, 
while probability of presence of A. grandicornuta and A. nigrescens adults increased with 
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Figure 3.6. Probability of Acacia large tree occurrence along elevation, grass biomass, grass cover, dung 
count, and fire frequency gradients. Solid lines show linear or quadratic fits (see Table 3.3). Probability of 
large Acacia presence was less predictably related to gradients than Acacia sapling presence; significant 
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Table 3.3. Probability of occurrence oflarge Acacia trees (ht 2: 3.5m) along elevation, grass biomass, grass 
cover, herbivore pressure and fire frequency gradients. Polynomial regressions were done to define 
relationships between probability of occurrence (Q) of large Acacia trees and gradients. Only one large A. 
caffra was found, so this species was not analyzed. 










grass biomass A. nilotica 
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Q = -0.69 + 0.0088*e1ev - 0.000019*elev2 
Q = O. 13 - 0.00042*e1ev 
Q = O. 38 - O.0013*e1ev 
Q = -1.44 + 0.68*ln(bm) - 0.067*ln(bm)2 
Q = 1.81 - 0.64* In(bm) + 0.056* In(bm)2 
Q = 0.59 - 0.097*ln(bm) 
Q = 0.010*cover - 0.000091 *cover2 
Q = 0.40 - 0.0048*cover 
Q = 0.15 - 0.034*ln(dng) 
Q = -0.021 + 0.023*ln(dng) 
Q = -0.053 + 0.055*ln(dng) 
Q = 0.0012*fire2 
Q = 0.087*fire - 0.0052*fire2 
Q = 0.14 - O.013*fire 
Q = 0.57 - 0.098*fire + 0.0041 *fire2 
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Fire frequency was a more consistent predictor of probability of presence of Acacia 
adults (see Figure 3.6 and Table 3.3). Probability of presence of A. karroo adults 
increased with increasing fire frequency. Probability of presence of A. grandicornuta, A. 
nigrescens, and A. tortilis adults decreased with increasing fire frequency. A. nilotica 
aduhs occurred most frequently at intermediate fire frequency. 
COMMUNITY ASSEMBLY AND CO-OCCURRENCE OF ACACIA SAPLINGS 
Saplings - Ordination 
NMDS ordination revealed that species were segregated along an axis correlated with 
grass cover, herbivore use intensity, and fire frequency (see Figure 3.7). Ordination 
resulted in a two-axis solution that fit original distances relatively well (R2=O.518). Axis 
2 was most correlated with grass cover (R2=O.344), dung counts (R2=O.341) and fire 
frequency (R2=O.528). A. karroo and A. caffra saplings occurred at high grass cover, low 
dung counts, and high fire frequency. A. nilotica and A. gerrardii saplings were 
generalists that occurred at intermediate grass cover, dung counts, and fire frequency. A. 
grandicarnuta, A. nigrescens, and A. tortilis saplings occurred at low grass cover, high 
dung counts, and low fire frequency. This analysis also suggests that A. karroa and A. 
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Figure 3.7. NMDS ordination of saplings of Acacia species. NMDS resulted in an ordination with a two 
axis solution, pictured here. Axis 1 was primarily related to grass cover (K=0.344), dung count (R2=0.341) 
and number of fires in 20 years (K=0.528). These gradients had a major role in structuring species 
distributions and coexistence and defined a wide spread in species performance. Neither elevation - a 
surrogate for rainfall - nor grass biomass was correlated with either axis. However, the position of A. 
grandicornuta indicates that some other factor may also influence species coexistence. 
Saplings - Null Model 
We compared observed co-occurrence of saplings of Acacia species pairs with 1) 
totally random co-occurrence, and 2) co-occurrence along herbivory and fire gradients 
(see Table 3.4). Comparison of observed with random co-occurrence showed that species 
co-occurrence was not adequately explained by a random model. Species that co-
occurred more frequently than expected were ecologically similar along herbivore use 
and fire frequency gradients; A. karroo and A. caffra, A. karroo and A. nilotica, A. 
nigrescens and A. grandicornuta, and A. nigrescens and A. tortilis saplings co-occurred 
more frequently than expected assuming random co-occurrence. Species that co-
occurred less frequently than expected were ecologically dissimilar along grass, fire 
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Table 3.4. Obselived versus expected co-occurrence of species-pairs using random and gradient-based co-occurrence models. X2 tests were used to determine 
whether ditJerences between observed and expected plot distributions were different. The Dunn-Sidak modification of the Bonferroni correction was used (a = 1 
- (1 - 0.05)1/<, where c is the number of comparisons) (Quinn & Keough 2002); a total of21 species-pairs were compared (a = 0.0024). '.' for no significance; '-
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karroo and A. grandicornuta, A. karroo and A. nigrescens, A. karroo and A. tortilis, and 
A. nilotica and A. grandicornuta saplings co-occurred less frequently than expected 
assuming random co-occurrence (see Table 3.4). 
Using herbivory and fIre frequency gradients to predict rates of co-occurrence of 
saplings of species pairs resulted in substantially improved fIt between expected and 
observed co-occurrence (see Table 3.4). When co-occurrence was predicted along the 
dung count gradient, observed and expected co-occurrence differed only for A. gerrardii 
and A. nilotica saplings. When co-occurrence was predicted along the fIre frequency 
gradient, expected co-occurrence of A. karroo and A. nigrescens remained high, while 
expected co-occurrence of A. nigrescens and A. tortilis remained low. Co-occurrence 
calculated along herbivory and fIre frequency gradients adequately predicted co-
occurrence of all other species pairs. 
SAPLING SPINESCENCE AND ARCHITECTIJRE 
Acacia saplings had substantially different spinescence and branching architecture for 
all characters measured. Because variances were non-homogeneous and traits were not 
normally distributed, we used nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis ANOV As to evaluate 
differences in traits among species. Species differed signifIcantly in their density of 
primary branches per height (H=42.1, N=138, p<O.OOOl), density of secondary branches 
per height (H=20.8, N=138, p=O.0009), average spine length (H=57.3, N=137,p<O.OOOI), 
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Figure 3.8. Density of secondary branches for each species versus mean grass biomass, grass cover, dung 
count, and fire frequency for plots where the species occurred. Error bars are standard error of means for 
each species. Degree of branching decreased with increasing grass biomass (K=O.841,p=O.OlO), grass 
cover (R2=O.730, p=O.030), and increasing fire frequency (R2=O.903, p=O.0036), but increased with 
increasing herbivore use intensity (dung count: R2=O.859, p=O.0078). These patterns suggest that dense 
branching, or a 'cage' architecture, conferred an advantage in areas with intense herbivory and that sparse 
branching, or a 'pole' architecture, conferred an advantage in fire-prone environments. 
However, only density of secondary branches was significantly related to mean grass 
biomass (R2=O.841, p=O.OlO), grass cover (R2=O.730, p=O.030), herbivore use (R2=O.859, 
p=O.0078), and [lIe frequency (R2=O.903, p=O.0036) (see Figure 3.8) for plots in which 
species were present. Secondary branching increased with increasing herbivore use and 
decreased as fire frequency and grass biomass increased. These patterns suggest that 
dense branching, or a 'cage' architecture, conferred an advantage in areas with intense 
herbivory and that sparse branching, or a 'pole' architecture, conferred an advantage in 
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Discussion 
We examined community composition of the most common Acacia specIes III 
Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park in relation to rainfall (elevation), herbivore use, fire frequency, 
and grass biomass and cover. Herbivore use and fire frequency constitute direct 
disturbance gradients, while grass biomass and cover may affect trees directly, through 
resource competition, or indirectly, through their relation to fire and herbivory. We 
analyzed species distributions along these gradients (direct gradient analysis) and used 
ordination and a null-model to assess species co-occurrence patterns along the same 
gradients. 
Distributions of saplings of most species were strongly related to fire, herbivory and 
grass gradients. A. karroo and A. cajjra saplings co-occurred frequently and were most 
common in environments with high rainfall, frequent fire, low intensity herbivore use, 
and high grass biomass and cover. A. grandicornuta and A. nigrescens saplings also co-
occurred frequently and were most common in environments with low rainfall, intense 
herbivory, low fire frequency, and low grass biomass. A. tortilis saplings were more 
common in environments with slightly higher grass biomass than A. nigrescens or A. 
grandicornuta saplings and were not constrained by rainfall, but nonetheless co-occurred 
frequently with A. nigrescens saplings. A. gerrardii appeared to be a true generalist, and 
co-occurrence with saplings of other species was random. A. nilotica was also a 
generalist but was most common in environments with intermediate herbivore use, 
intermediate grass biomass, and frequent fire. 
These strong constraints on sapling distributions suggest that herbivores, fire and 
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work has suggested that frre and herbivory, at least, limit tree establishment and help 
control savanna structure by imposing a demographic bottleneck on sapling recruitment 
into adults, and that saplings only mature when fire frequency or browsing pressure are 
relaxed (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Higgins et al. 2000; Chapters 4 & 6 in this 
volume). Saplings persist under high pressure from frre or herbivores until they are 
released, but persistence is only possible if saplings are able to survive this high pressure. 
This work suggests that saplings of different species of Acacia are able to survive 
different types of disturbances. 
If frre and herbivory, together with grass biomass and cover, are able to constrain 
species distributions and limit growth of saplings into adults, variability in pressure from 
frre and herbivores allows saplings to escape and establish as adults (Prins & van der 
Jeugd 1993; Higgins et al. 2000). Fire, herbivory, and the grass layer are dynamic and 
variable savanna features (Coughenour 1991; Bailey et al. 1996; Schwinning & Parsons 
1999; Balfour & Howison 2001; Archibald et al. 2005; D'Odorico et al. 2006). 
However, in this case, community composition was constant through time to some 
degree, at least at a broad spatial scale. Although disturbance gradients and grass 
communities were much less important in explaining distributions of adult Acacia trees 
than of saplings, adults of some species were structured along gradients, and those 
distributions were similar to distributions of Acacia saplings along the same gradients. In 
addition, covariation between frre frequency over the past 20 years and estimates of 
short-term herbivore use, grass biomass and grass cover from data collected in the field 
indicated that patches are relatively stable on this 20 year time scale. However, these 
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changes in fire, herbivory, and grass on or within the landscape allow adult trees to 
establish and longer-term changes could potentially result in switches in composition 
from adult to sapling Acacia communities. 
In fact, saplings of A. karroo, A. nilotica, and A. tortilis were frequently found even 
where conspecifIc adults were not present. Although saplings of all Acacia species were 
more often found where conspecifIc adults were present than where conspecifIc adults 
were not present, this frequent mismatch between saplings and adults suggests not only 
that dispersal may not have limited these species, but also that community composition 
may have been somewhat locally dynamic. Conversely, A. grandicornuta and A. 
nigrescens saplings occurred almost exclusively where conspecifIc adults also occurred. 
In the case of A. nigrescens, adults occurred with almost equal overall frequency to 
saplings, indicating that saplings are generally rare and recruitment may be declining (see 
also Chapter 6). In the case of A. grandicornuta, a close match between sapling and adult 
occurrence indicates that the heavily utilized grazing lawns on which this species 
occurred were fairly stable features of the savanna landscape. Frequent mismatches 
between distributions of saplings and adults of some Acacia species suggests that some 
landscape elements may be locally dynamic, while close associations between saplings 
and adults of other species suggests that other landscape elements, such as the most 
heavily utilized grazing lawns, may be relatively stable through time. 
The species of Acacia considered in this study were clearly differentiated along 
disturbance and grass gradients. But can the location of a species along these gradients 
be predicted from plant functional traits? We investigated branching architecture and 
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growth forms in A. karroo in frequently burnt versus heavily browsed areas. Acacia 
saplings of different species varied in their branching structure. Secondary branching in 
particular was predictably related to gradients in fire, herbivory and grass cover, 
suggesting that species' architecture conferred adaptive advantages in the environments 
where they occurred. Species that occurred in areas of intense herbivory and infrequent 
fire were more branched, forming cages that may be a structural defense against 
herbivory (Marquis 1996; Stowe et al. 2000; Archibald & Bond 2003). Species that 
occurred where fires were frequent and herbivory less intense were less branched. 
Instead of branching, they invest in rapid vertical growth, which helps them reach a 
height at which they may no longer be as susceptible to damage from fire (Gignoux et al. 
1997; Higgins et al. 2000; Archibald & Bond 2003). 
Differentiation in branching architecture along fire and herbivory gradients, which 
can help saplings resist pressure from fire and herbivory, is additional evidence that fire 
and herbivory gradients were important in determining species' distributions and 
community assembly. Increasing ramification, from a po Ie-like to a cage-like 
architecture, along a gradient from frequently burnt to heavily grazed and browsed 
environments represented a trade-off for Acacia species in the type of disturbance they 
could survive. This clear trade-off between fire-adapted functional traits and herbivore 
adapted functional traits reflected differences in ecological niche use among these species 
ofthese Acacia. 
Of note is the fact that spinescence did not vary predictably along a herbivore use 
gradient, although spines have been extensively discussed as structural defenses against 
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may provide a better measure of whole-plant structural defense. Branching has been 
discussed as a browsing tolerance mechanism (Marquis 1996; Stowe et al. 2000) or even 
as a response to herbivory (Strauss & Agrawal 1999; Fornara & Du Toit 2007) instead of 
as a browsing avoidance mechanism. However, ramification is not always an induced 
trait (Cooper et al. 2003). A common garden experiment with seedlings of this suite of 
Acacia species in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park showed that even as unbrowsed saplings, 
species exhibit the same predictable differences in architecture as we document here 
(Zulu land Tree Project, unpublished data). We suggest that the formation of cages is an 
adaptive strategy for herbivore avoidance. This work certainly suggests that cage-
formation may be a vital structural adaptation of Acacia saplings that occur in areas of 
intense herbivory; the possible role of architecture as a mechanism for Acacia avoidance 
of herbivory deserves more attention. 
Differentiation of acacias along herbivore use, fire frequency, and grass gradients 
yields an ecologically diverse suite of species, with adaptations for success in diverse 
savanna systems. Covariation of grass biomass and cover gradients with herbivory and 
fire gradients makes it difficult to separate the effects of grass competition from the direct 
effects of herbivory and fire, but variation in architecture suggests that herbivory and fire 
are major determinants Acacia distribution. 
Community assembly was not random across the landscape, and communities were 
organized according to fire frequency and herbivore use. Ecologically similar species, 
such as A. caffra and A. karroo or A. grandicornuta, A. nigrescens and A. tortilis, 
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(Connell 1961; MacArthur 1970; May & MacArthur 1972; Keddy & Shipley 1989; 
Chesson 2000; Tilman 2004), these co-occurrence patterns suggest that community 
assembly was regulated primarily via species' direct interactions with their environment, 
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Introduction 
'Top-down' disturbances in the form of fIre and herbivory contribute to preserving 
the co-dominance of trees and grasses in savannas (Scholes & Archer 1997; Higgins et 
al. 2000; Sankaran et al. 2004; Sankaran et al. 2005). Acknowledging the defIning role 
that fIre and herbivory play in savannas marks a major shift away from implicitly 
equilibrium-based models that have traditionally dominated savanna ecology, such as 
Walter's root-niche separation hypothesis, in which trees and grasses are able to coexist 
because they do not directly compete for water (Walter 1971; Walker & Noy-Meir 1982). 
We now explicitly discuss savannas as dynamic systems. They are seldom in equilibrium 
with climate (Bond 2005; Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2005), and tree-grass ratios 
fluctuate much more widely than equilibrium concepts allow, even over relatively short 
time periods (Walker et al. 1981; Westoby et al. 1989; Gillson 2004). 
Fire is known to prevent large areas of savanna from reaching their maximum 
potential woody cover, as determined by climate (Bond 2005; Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran 
et al. 2005) and affects savanna structure and contributes to ecosystem heterogeneity 
(Eckhardt et al. 2000; Moreira 2000; van Wilgen et al. 2003; D'Odorico et al. 2006). 
Although fIre has impacts on woody cover on landscape scales, Higgins et al. (2000) 
suggest that the mechanism is demographic at the tree population level. They suggest 
that fIres limit woody cover by preventing establishment of adult trees (Hoffmann 1999; 
Higgins et al. 2000) rather than by killing existing adult trees. Fires are extremely 
damaging to tree saplings, often killing their shoots (Higgins et al. 2000; Hoffmann & 
Solbrig 2003), but rarely kill adults. Savanna tree saplings survive fIre by storing starch 
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new shoots (Hoffmann 1998; Hoffmann et al. 2003). Saplings persist until they are 
afforded the opportunity to escape the 'fire trap' by growing into adult trees (Higgins et 
al. 2000; Gardner 2006). Though savanna saplings are thus equipped to survive fires, fire 
is thought to limit woody cover via a demographic bottleneck preventing the maturation 
of saplings to adults (Higgins et al. 2000). 
Herbivory by large mammal herbivores has been more difficult to generalize. In part, 
the impacts of mammal herbivory depend on whether grazing or browsing predominates. 
In addition, mammal impacts depend on animal behavior-herbivores choose for often 
complex reasons where and when to feed (Coughenour 1991; Bailey et al. 1996)-and 
herbivores interact with other factors on the savanna landscape, including fire (Wronski 
2003; Archibald et al. 2005; Zavala & Holdo 2005; Collins & Smith 2006). 
Increases in woody plants resulting from intensive grazing have been reported 
frequently, especially in the rangeland literature (Archer 1990; van de Koppel et al. 1997; 
Roques et al. 2001; van Langevelde et al. 2003; Manier & Hobbs 2006). The 
phenomenon is usually attributed to less frequent less intense fires (Scholes & Archer 
1997; van Langevelde et al. 2003; Archibald et al. 2005) but also to 'overgrazing' 
causing decreased tree-grass competition, favoring trees (Walter 1971; Walker & Noy-
Meir 1982; Madany & West 1983), and even to herbivory aiding tree seed dispersal 
(Brown & Archer 1999). Grazing lawns are among the most heavily grazed components 
of a savanna system (McNaughton 1984). Paradoxically they typically have sparse tree 
cover. Lawns occur in savanna systems with native herbivores (Karki et al. 2000), 
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preferentially graze some areas more than others, creating grazing patches that can persist 
until cattle abandon them (Coughenour 1991; Schwinning & Parsons 1999). 
In African savannas, the potential for top-down control oftree cover has long focused 
on the effects of megaherbivores, especially elephants, on large trees (Dublin et al. 1990; 
Bond & Loffell 2001; Baxter & Getz 2005; Birkett & Stevens-Wood 2005) and less on 
the impacts of smaller herbivores on tree population dynamics (Maron & Crone 2006). 
But browsing by meso- and mega-herbivores can suppress sapling growth (Barnes 2001; 
Augustine & McNaughton 2004; Sharam et al. 2006), and can even limit tree recruitment 
at the population level (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993). However, experimental work 
showing potential landscape level effects of herbivores on tree cover is lacking. In other 
systems around the world, browsers maintain open ecosystems by preventing saplings 
escaping to become trees. In Yellowstone National Park, high elk density is thought to 
account for low levels of recruitment of quaking aspen, Populus tremuloides (Romme et 
al. 1995; Ripple et al. 2001). White-tailed deer suppress growth and recruitment of 
hemlock, Tsuga canadensis, in the northern Great Lakes Region of the United States 
(Rooney et al. 2000). In Europe, mixed feeders red deer and chamois may limit 
recruitment of the European silver fir, Abies alba (Weisberg & Bugmann 2003). The 
domestic goat, another mixed feeder, is notorious for its effects on sapling growth and 
recruitment of woody plants (Stuart-Hill 1992; Hester et al. 2006). 
In African savannas, the potential for medium and large herbivores to limit woody 
cover is complicated by fire. Herbivory includes browsing, which impacts the tree layer 
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landscape? And can we suggest, based on which demographic processes are most 
affected, the ways in which herbivory may contribute to savanna structure? 
This paper reports a study of the effects of herbivory by medium and large mammals 
on Acacia demography in a savanna in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. Acacia species are 
dominant in the area, including A. nilotica, A. karroo, A. gerrardii, A. nigrescens, and A. 
tortilis, and saplings especially are preferred and heavily utilized by herbivores. A series 
of herbivore exclosures was erected in 1999 to exclude medium and large mammals and 
vegetation responses were recorded over a period of six years. Sites were selected in a 
mesic and a semi-arid savanna and in heavily-grazed lawn and lightly-grazed bunch-grass 
areas in each to determine whether the effects of herbivory by large mammals are 
context-dependent. Fires are frequent in these savannas. Our study included 
consideration of both herbivory and fire and their interactive effects on Acacia 
demography. 
Study Area 
The study was conducted in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park (900 km2; 28°00' - 28°26' S; 
31°43' - 32°09' E), located in northern KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. Topography is 
varied, consisting mainly of rolling hills of up to 540m elevation in the Hluhluwe Game 
Reserve area falling into broader river valleys at 40m elevation in the iMfolozi Game 
Reserve area. Soil types are closely linked to bedrock geology (Graham 1992), 
consisting predominantly of shales and sandstones with intermittent doleritic intrusions 
(King 1970; Graham 1992). Because slopes are steep, catenary sequences that dominate 
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sites were located on dolerite- and sandstone-derived soils, with some shales, m 
Hluhluwe Reserve and on dolerite-derived soils in iMfolozi Reserve. 
Rainfall is closely linked to elevation within the park (Balfour & Howison 2001), 
producing a rainfall gradient between higher elevation Hluhluwe GR and lower elevation 
iMfolozi GR. Although the ten sites selected for this study are located in areas of 
Hluhluwe and iMfolozi reserves with similar elevation (between 171m and 305m in, 
Hluhluwe and 116m to 265m in iMfolozi), Hluhluwe sites generally receive more rain 
(-720mm per year) than iMfolozi sites (-655mm per year), both mostly during the 
summer. From a long-term rainfall monitoring station at Hilltop Tourist Camp in 
Hluhluwe, the study included above- and below-average years. A maximum rainfall of 
983 mm fell during the 2003/2004 season and a minimum of 694 during the 2004/2005 
season; average annual rainfall at Hilltop Camp was 974 mm between 1933 and 2006. 
Hluhluwe daily temperatures range between -39°C (mean daily T max) and -15°C (mean 
daily T min) in summer and between -32°C and -9°C in winter. iMfolozi daily 
temperatures range between -40°C and -14°C in summer and between -34°C and -6°C 
in winter (Zululand Tree Project baseline data). 
The two reserves constitute ecologically distinct areas characterized by different plant 
species composition and fIre frequency and large mammal herbivore pressure. Most 
areas in the Hluhluwe Reserve, including areas of relatively low rainfall, have burned 
more than 10 times between 1956 and 1996, while most areas in the iMfolozi Reserve 
have burned only between one and eight times during the same period (Balfour & 
Howison 2001). Large mammal herbivore densities within and between reserves vary 
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most numerous herbivore in the park and occur with higher densities in semi-arid 
iMfolozi (36 per km2) than in mesic Hluhluwe (24 per km2); white rhino (Ceratotherium 
simum) make up the largest biomass in the park with higher densities in iMfolozi (2.5 per 
km2) than Hluhluwe (1.8 per km2). Herbivore densities have fluctuated substantially 
during the past century in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park, largely due to hunting, the rinderpest 
epidemic, and culling campaigns during the early part of the 20th century associated with 
efforts to eradicate the nagana livestock disease. In 1929, impala, giraffe (Giraffa 
camelopardalis), and elephant (Loxodonta africana) were extinct in both Hluhluwe and 
iMfolozi Reserves; white rhino in Hluhluwe and nyala (Tragelaphus angasi) in iMfolozi 
were also eliminated (Mentis 1968). These species have all been re-introduced in the last 
half century. However, herbivore densities have recuperated and have been dramatically 
higher during the last 20 years than at any point during the preceding century. The park 
currently employs drought mitigation strategies, including limiting fIre during dry periods 
and controlling animal popUlations, to minimize widespread death of game from drought. 
Methods 
TREAlMENTS 
Five sites each were selected in a meSIC (Hluhluwe) and a semi-arid savanna 
(iMfolozi), three in high herbivore-pressure grazing lawns and two in low herbivore 
pressure bunchgrass areas. Sites were selected in open areas with low adult tree 
densities. In 1999 at each site, we set up three herbivore exclusion treatment plots of 
40m x 40m. The control (all herbivores = 'all') allows access to all herbivores, a cable 
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heavily grazed ar~as often did not burn_ At all .sites the complete exdosure (reatmcnt 
ge!l<.'Ta(ed sufticicn( grass hiomass to burn the "hole plot. Thus complete herbivore 
exclmion was alway, a,;.ocialed w ilh exposure of sapling, to fire 
ANALYSIS 
We have pooled all Awcia 'pecle, found in each of Ihe treatmcnt plots. AC(K'ia 
species di'<lribution is not even throughout the parI:, although therc arc a few dominant 
specIes, rhis makes analy~ing anyone species acro,s all sitcs impossible. Ho"cvn. 
annual gro"th in plant height (discu;sed bebw) doc, nO! diITer consistently among 
species (F-UI. dp7. p-0.25); ddTermce, among bllnchgras,.igrazing la"n, fire, and 
herbivore exclu,ion tr~almenl' are bigger and more consistent, a. discussed in the results 
,ection. 
We h~\'e focused On Ihr.,; deIllOb'Taphic proc""e.: .eedling e.tablishment, sapling 
gro ... th (where a ,apling is an acacia:s 200cm)_ and '"piing mOl1ality, llecaus.e they are 
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SUCCeSSl\'e years_ Seedling height is presented as the averagc helghl of emerging 
seed lings per pk>t and seedling establishment ~s the IOlal number of .seedlings per 
plo\. 
• S~pling growlh w'as defmed as lhe change in height of an individual from one year's 
ccnsus to the next and can he ncg~hve, All sap ling, (ht S 200cm) appearing in the 
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and larger sapling" bllt abandoned the idea became gro"'th is not related to initial 
sapling sire as might he expected (r'=O_O I I. p=O, 0039), 
• Sapling mortality was ca lcu lated for each ploL A dead indi"idual i, defined as an 
individual that was ah,ent in twn succ~ssive growing SeaSOnS, 
\Ve also ~)[amm~d height of the bigge,l saplings (top 20'%) afl~r a growing ",aSOn: lht:,~ 
individual, are most lihly 10 grow into adlllt, and bert~r reflect the effect, of fire and 
R~p~ated mea,UreS analysis of "arklnc~ was used with two Or four years of <lata. 
categor"ed mlo 'fife' or 'no fir.' y~ar>. We ~xamined ~fIeCls of f~nc ing treatlTl<:nt (large 
herbi,'ore ~xclu,ion) and inilial herbivore pre"ure (hllnchgra,,- Iow. grazing lawn- high) 
on >cedling ~'tabli,hmell1 and s~euling height, anu sapling gro,,1h, height, anu mortality 
m each plot STAllSTICA V6 was used for stati,tical uata analysis (StalSoft 2(04). 
We analyzed treatment df~ct, on sapl ing grO\\ 1h data in years when plem had burned 
(2002- 201J3 and 21104-200~) and in year< when they had nol (21lO I -21lO2 and 2003-2004). 
Seedling height, ,eedling e_,tablishm.11l, and sapling monalily were CClmpa,ed tr., year< 
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which include impala and nyala in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park, dominated dung counts. 
Thus herbivore exclusion resulted in reductions in both grazing and browsing. 
EFFECTS OF LARGE HERBIVORE EXCLUSION AND FIRE 
Mesic Savanna in Hluhluwe 
Herbivore exclusion did not consistently impact seedling establishment or seedling 
height in mesic Hluhluwe (see Table 4.1). Fire affected seedling establishment and 
reduced seedling height, but these effects were variable across treatments. Seedling 
height and in particular seedling establishment varied widely across treatment and site, 
with no clear differences among treatments or among grazing lawn and bunchgrass sites, 
indicating that some other factor was controlling seedling establishment. Mean seedling 
height was 34.7 cm, and seedling height ranged between 12cm and 69cm; mean seedling 
establishment per plot per year was 8.6 seedlings, and seedling establishment ranged 
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Figure 4.3. Effects of exclusion treatment in mesic Hluhluwe Reserve on annual sapling height growth 
and post-growing season height of successful saplings (top 20%). Vertical bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals on means. Sapling growth increased significantly with herbivore exclusion in bunchgrass and 
grazing lawn areas, and the effects of fire were more substantial as herbivores were excluded, particularly 
on grazing lawns. Increased growth translated into larger size of the largest saplings most likely to grow 
into adults. Thus, although browsing and the fire-grazer interaction were different in bunchgrass and lawns 
grass areas, herbivory had an important role in limiting sapling success in both systems. 
Herbivore exclusion resulted in increased sapling growth both in grazing lawns and 
slightly less in bunchgrass areas (see Figure 4.3; Table 4.1). In grazing lawns, 
differences between fIre-year and no-fIre-year sapling growth were bigger in exclosures. 
However, although grazer exclusion resulted in increased fIre effects, browser exclusion 
nonetheless resulted in increased sapling growth. In bunchgrass areas, there was no 
change in the effects of fIre on sapling growth in exclosures. Thus, grazers had little 
effective impact on bunchgrass fuel loads and fIre intensity, but browsers had substantial 
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Table 4.1. Results of repeated measures ANOV A. Fence denotes herbivore exclusion treatment; fire denotes fire v. no fire years; hp denotes bunch grass areas v. 
grazing lawns; region denotes mesic v. semi-arid savanna. 
F 
seedling establishment i 
i 
Hluhluwe i 4.0 
iMfolo::.i! 1.5 
I 
seedling height I 
Hluhluwe! 2.2 
iMfolo::.i i 3.9 
I 




I sapling mortality 
HllIhluwe i 
iMJolo::.i: 
sapling height I 
H!lIhluw~ I 
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increased growth in both grazing lawns and bunchgrass areas (see Figure 4.4; Table 4.1). 
As a result, the biggest saplings were ~60cm taller inside total exclosures than outside 
(see Figure 4.3; Table 4.1; Figure 4.5). Thus, although browsing and the frre-grazer 
interaction were different in bunchgrass and lawn grass areas, herbivory had an important 
role in limiting sapling growth in both systems. 
Only initial herbivore pressure had any effect on sapling mortality (see Table 4.1); 
more saplings died in bunchgrass areas than on grazing lawns. There were no significant 
effects of frre or herbivore exclusion on sapling mortality over six year study period. 
Mean sapling mortality was 24.9%, and mortality ranged between 0% and 68%, although 
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Figure 4.4. Effects of exclusion treatment on net sapling growth over two years, including a fire- and a 
no-fire-years. Vertical bars represent 95% confidence intervals on means. In the mesic savanna, browsing 
had clear effects on sapling growth in both grazing lawns and bunchgrass areas that were bigger than the 
effects of increasing fire intensity with grazer exclusion. In the semi-arid savanna, sapling growth 
responded to herbivore exclusion neither in bunchgrass areas nor in grazing lawns, although browsing and 
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NeitMr herbivore cxclu,ion "'" fire affcCl~d seed ling e,tabli,hmem (1r ,eed ling 
he ight in j:'jfoJo ~i sit"s (see lable 4.1). Il(}th .,eedling ~stablisbm~nt and .<c~d ling height 
YilTied substantially among ,it~", indicating, as in me,ic Hluhlu,,~, (hat ",me (}tber factor 
may have been ~ontro llil1 g ",,~d l ing e>tab lishmem and he ight. I>kan sc~dhng hdgbt was 
21.2 em, ranging fromlOc tn 10 6Ocm; mea)' ~edling cstablishmcHl per plot p~T year wll, 
6.4 ,ecdJings, ranging from 0 10 94 ;c~J lin gs per pi(}!. 
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Fi : ur< 4.6. Effect> uf cXl'lu>ion Ln",tmc"tlt in >CJI1i->U'id iMfoimi Rc-,;cnc 00 all nual <apJm ~ hoight gro",il 
.nd pLl>L.-.,.owin~ ",a""" height uf >ucl,t:»ful ",pling> (t"l' 2(),,,), Vcrtil'.1 b.r., fC-prC.'CJlt ~~ 'I. coofd<,"tloo 
int",,,.I, (Xl m<.n>, S"plin~ ifu"lh imTt:a""d ,iif] ili"ITl ll)' with I",.\>i"ore exciu,ion in ~z.ing I."", only. 
"hero U,C ell-'c,", of lir< irJero,, >t:d wilh l;I"tt nl'ln:;ion, Sapl ing ~ro".h did na c"''''gc " illl herhi"(]fe 
exclu,ion in bunch""",, ..-ca,. but lire had d"dJ effects un gru".h, In ncithcr buncl1~r'" orca, n<:< gra,in ~ 
I."", did mange> if] i:'0"th Iro."Mo iuto I.ri'" , i« of 'he I..-g<>l ,"pl ing> nlu>L. likely to ~ruw ilJ\u .dult, 
Tbu>, "lllluugh brow,if]~ .ud lho lir<-.,."L"" iu!t:",,,1ion Wt:10 ckarl) difli:fmt in bunc-bgr"" ""d b"m 











Chapter 4 - Effects of herbivory & fire on seedlings & saplings 
Herbivore exclusion resulted in increased sapling growth only on grazing lawns, 
where differences between fire-year and no-fire-year growth were bigger in exclosures 
(see Figure 4.6; Table 4.1). As in mesic grazing lawns, the complete exclosure resulted 
in browser exclusion and in increased sapling growth but also in grazer exclusion with 
increased fire effects reducing growth. However, unlike in mesic Hluhluwe, herbivore 
exclusion in bunchgrass habitats did no affect sapling growth; only fire clearly decreased 
sapling growth. Aggregated over two successive censuses, including a fire then a no-fIre 
year, herbivore exclusion had no effect on sapling growth in either grazing lawns or 
bunchgrass areas (see Figure 4.4; Table 4.1). Herbivore exclusion also had no effect on 
sapling height (see Figure 4.6; Table 4.1; Figure 4.5). Thus, although browsing and the 
fire-grazing dynamic were substantially different in bunchgrass and lawn grass areas, 
herbivory seemed to be of limited importance in controlling sapling success. In general, 
sapling growth was substantially less in semi-arid iMfolozi (maximum ~ 15cm per year) 
than in mesic Hluhluwe (maximum ~30cm per year) (F=31.1, d.f=2, p<O.OOOl). 
No factor included in this study had any impact on sapling mortality (see Table 4.1). 
Mean mortality was 22.6%, and mortality ranged between 0% and 50%, although most 
plots had mortality less than 30%. 
Discussion 
We have examined the possible effects of herbivory on tree population dynamics by 
testing the effects of herbivore removal on seedling and sapling life stages, which are the 
life-stages most vulnerable to the effects of both herbivory (Rogues et al. 2001) and fIre 











Chapter 4 - Effects of herbivory & fire on seedlings & saplings 
browsing on seedlings and saplings and also the indirect effects of increased fIre intensity 
resulting from increasing grass fuel loads with grazer removal. 
A BROWSER-INDUCED DEMOGRAPHIC BOITLENECK? 
Large mammal herbivores can clearly have a major impact on savanna tree cover 
by suppressing growth of Acacia saplings to near zero in systems like Hluhluwe iMfolozi 
Park with relatively high herbivore densities. These impacts were on sapling growth 
rather than on seedling establishment or sapling mortality. Seedling establishment 
varied, but the major differences in number of seedlings were not predictably related to 
herbivore exclusion, fIre intensity, or bunchgrass/grazing lawn differences. Others have 
suggested that variation in seedling establishment is a spatial process (Smith & Goodman 
1987; Couteron & Kokou 1997) that may be more strongly related to another factor not 
included here, such as dispersal (Brown & Archer 1999) and temporal rainfall variability 
(O'Connor 1995; Stave et al. 2006). Shaw et al. (2002) suggest that seedling 
establishment and height may be more closely related to invertebrate and rodent 
herbivory than to herbivory by meso- and megaherbivores. However, seedling 
establishment may not be a signifIcant demographic limitation in our study area. 
Densities of saplings averaged 824 per hectare in the mesic savanna and 590 per hectare 
in the semi-arid savanna. These sapling densities would result in closed woodlands 
(defmed as having tree densities of between 200 to 400 trees per hectare) if all saplings 











Chapter 4 - Effects of herbivory &fire on seedlings & saplings 
Sapling mortality varied even less, although slightly better survivorship in grazing 
lawns than in bunchgrass areas indicated that higher intensity fIres may lead to mortality 
over a longer period than this six year study. 
By far the most important impact of large mammal herbivores was on sapling growth. 
Saplings are stuck in a 'browse trap', a demographic bottleneck analogous to the 'fIre 
trap' outlined in Higgins et al. (2000), in which herbivores suppress transition of saplings 
into young adults while not affecting escaped adult trees. Saplings persist in the browse 
or fIre trap until they are released and can mature. Thus, like fIre, browsing in this 
natural savanna strongly favors grass in the tree-grass ratio. So how do trees persist, 
given intense pressure from herbivores or fIre? Though both limit opportunities for 
saplings to escape the trap and grow into adults, the browse trap differs from the fIre trap 
because herbivory applies more continuous and less intense pressure, until herbivore 
pressure is reduced, allowing saplings to grow. 
Episodic reductions in herbivore pressure would allow trees to escape the 'browse 
trap' in systems with native herbivore assemblages. Reductions in browse pressure may 
arise for numerous reasons including drought and disease (Young 1994; Gaillard et al. 
1998; Owen-Smith & Ogutu 2003), seasonal shifts in diet composition (Sponheimer et al. 
2003), and local changes in herbivore pressure when patch selection by mixed feeders 
changes (Coughenour 1991; Bailey et al. 1996). For instance, the major large tree 
establishment events in Lake Manyara Park in Tanzania resulted directly from repeated 
anthrax outbreaks in impala (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993). Schwinning and Parsons 











Chapter 4 - Effects of herbivory & fire on seedlings & saplings 
assumption of continuity and homogeneity in herbivore ecology. This variability would 
be essential for sapling release from a 'browse trap'. 
LANDSCAPE CONTEXT AND TIIE FIRE-GRAZER INTERACTION 
The impacts of herbivory on sapling growth and height were not uniform across 
the savanna and depended on landscape context. In the mesic savanna, browsing had 
major impacts on sapling growth and height in both bunch and lawn grass sites. 
However, on grazing lawns, grazer exclusion caused increases in fIre intensity, but flTe 
was insuffIcient to offset increases in sapling growth with browser removal. Thus, 
herbivore exclusion had a net positive effect on sapling growth and height regardless of 
local herbivore pressure throughout the mesic savanna landscape. In the semi-arid 
savanna, browsing impacted sapling growth only in grazing lawns, where local herbivore 
pressure is highest. Fire intensity increased with grazer exclusion and fully offset the 
effects of browser exclusion. Thus, herbivore exclusion had no net effect on sapling 
growth or height in any part of the semi-arid savanna landscape. Rainfall broadly 
determined whether browsers were able to effectively suppress saplings, although 
differences in browsing and grazing-fIre interactions on a local scale probably playa role 
in determining what factors result in a sapling 'release event'. 
Although the effects of herbivory are less visually apparent in mesic savannas than 
they are in semi-arid savannas, browsing may be a vital determinant in limiting tree cover 
in these areas. Higher rainfall promotes grass productivity, higher fuel loads, and more 
frequent and intense fIres in the bunch grasslands of the mesic savanna. Yet flTe alone 











Chapter 4 - Effects of herbivory & fire on seedlings & saplings 
sapling growth and control tree recruitment. The potential role of browsing in limiting 
tree cover in semi-arid savannas is less clear. Browsing can clearly limit sapling growth 
on grazing lawns, where a reduction in browse pressure would usually be associated with 
a reduction in grazing, increased grass fuel loads and higher fire risk. Slow sapling 
growth rates and the interaction between grazers and fire make escape unlikely. 
However, these effects occur in a dynamic and heterogeneous savanna landscape; if 
reductions in herbivore pressure are localized, even areas with increased fuel loads may 
experience long fire return intervals. Alternatively, rainfall and rainfall variability may 
also playa major role in limiting tree growth in semi-arid savannas (e.g. Miller et al. 
2001) and in providing opportunities for trees to escape from browsing and fire pressure. 
However, this study was conducted during a five-year period that included above- and 
below-average rainfall years. Saplings in the semi-arid savanna were nonetheless unable 
to escape. 
Conclusions 
We suggest that 'top-down' disturbances from herbivory may be an important control 
on tree cover in savannas, both through the direct impact of browsing on sapling and 
through the competition of grazers with fire for grass. We found no indication that 
heavy grazing pressure promotes tree growth by reducing competition from grasses. 
Browsing can suppress sapling growth and may thereby prevent transition from 
sapling to adult life stages. This 'browse trap' can limit large tree emergence, but 











Chapter 4 - Effects of herbivory & fire on seedlings & saplings 
both spatial and temporal, defmes Acacia population dynamics. Browsing can suppress 
tree growth even in areas of low herbivore pressure, however, which suggests that the 
effects of browsing may contribute to limiting tree cover on a landscape scale as well as 
in heavily utilized patches. 
Trade-offs between intense grazing, often associated with intense browsing, and fIre 
intensity and frequency also impact on sapling growth. In high rainfall areas, grazing 
rarely excludes fIre, and browsing and fIre together are necessary to limit the emergence 
of trees. A release from either may result in a sapling release event, and events may 
occur frequently. In low rainfall areas, browsing or fIre alone is suffIcient to limit sapling 
growth. Only the simultaneous reduction of browsing and fIre or an increase sapling 
growth rates would allow saplings to escape and become large trees, and events may be 
rare. In this way, rainfall probably defInes the interaction between fIre and herbivory, 
and affects trees response to changes in disturbances from herbivory and fIre. We 
suggest that consumers, including herbivory as well as fIre, are instrumental in limiting 
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Chapter 5 
Age determination of three African Acacia species using 
ring-counts and 14C dating 











Chapter 5 - Calibrating ring counts with 14C dating 
Introduction 
The inability to accurately and easily estimate tree ages and growth rates in the 
tropics and sub-tropics imposes limitations on our ability to examine tree population 
dynamics (Ashton 1981; Belsky & Canham 1994; Terborgh et al. 1997; Higgins et al. 
2000). Savannas in particular are subject to major disturbances from fIre, herbivory, and 
variable climate that admit the co-dominance of trees and grass (Westoby et al. 1989; 
Scholes & Archer 1997; Sankaran et al. 2004; Sankaran et al. 2005), and a better 
understanding of tree population dynamics has the potential to contribute signifIcantly to 
our understanding of savanna functioning. However, although fIre, herbivory, and 
variable climate are now discussed as drivers of non-equilibrium savanna ecosystems, 
studies that explicitly consider tree population dynamics in this context are few. These 
have relied on uncalibrated age estimation by tree rings (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993) or 
on long-term aerial photography (Archer et al. 1988; Brown & Archer 1999), which is 
unavailable in many areas and which can only roughly approximate population dynamics. 
Dendrochronology is widely assumed to be impossible in areas without signifIcant 
temperature seasonality (Belsky & Canham 1994). However, the formation of tree rings 
arising from rainfall seasonality has been documented for tropical and sub-tropical areas 
around the world (see Mariaux 1981; Detienne 1989; Jacoby 1989; Vetter & Botosso 
1989; Worbes & Junk 1989; Worbes 1999; Fichtler et al. 2003; Grau et al. 2003; Brienen 
& Zuidema 2005; Brienen & Zuidema 2006), although these rings often cannot be 
counted (Martin & Moss 1997). In Africa, species of the diverse and widespread Acacia 
form bands of marginal parenchyma related to the beginning or end of the rainy season 











Chaprer 5 - Calibraring ring wums ",ilh "e dming 
1991: Wyant & Reid 1992; Prins & va n der Jcugd 1993; Gour1lY & Grime 1994; Gouda} 
19')5; Gourlay el al. 1996; Manin & ~h", 1997: February el al. 2006). Efrons to 
validate the use of the .. margina l parenchyma haoos ha\'e used camhial injury ,tud ies 
(W}ant & Reid 1991), "hicharc limit ClJ by their nccessaril} ,hort time span, Or trec rings 
count' ming tre .. of known age (Gour lay & Kanowski 1991) or tre es which have been 
rad iocarhon dat ed (l'ehnJary eI al. 200(,1. These studies have gwerall y been limited to 
fcw tre.s (Gourlay & Grime I ')'J4; Gourlay I 'J'J5 ; Fehruary et al. 20(6) or to trees ,imilar 
in age (Go ur la) & Kaoo"ski 1991; "'art in & Moss 1997). Here "e report an anenipt to 
genera lize a rehltion,hip be tw een age, from ring count' and radioc"rb<m age for lhree 
Acacia species CA. Mlrroo, A. n;IOI;c", and A. n;:;;re.<ulJ.<). The primary objective was to 
develop a method lU determine the ages of trees from ring count' in order tu helter 
uooe"taoo tree population dyn"mics in ,avanna systems, 
Metbods 
The study wa. conducted in IlIuhluwe i\1folo~i Park (900 km'; 2W'00' - 2R"26' S; 
31°43' - n Oo')' E) m mrthern KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. Long term rainfall records 
are availahle for the Illuhl uwe re>earch station, ,~here average annua l rainfall from 19R5 
to 2006 was %Omm. Tbe wet .. ason (monthly rai njilli -J20-140mm) spans the ,ummer 
months from Octoner 10 February: rainfall is weakly bimodal wit h maximum min failing 
in Xovember anlJ in Fcbruary (sec Figure 5.1). The dr} scasun (m<Jnthly raintilll --20-
60mm) 'pans the win[~r montb, from March to S~ptem~r. Monthly r"infall of less tbJn 
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Fi cul" 5.1. \,1= moothly minf.1I from 1 9R5 to 21))1;. 
We included the lhree m",t common and widespread Acado spec",s in the area. 
Saplings of A. karr(l(} are panicularly Comn'10n espec ially in the tn<:sic nortll<:rn part or 
the park, and it i, an important bush encroaching species in ,outhern Africa . A. 11110lica 
and A nigre-lCens are hOlh common a, adults- A. "i/orico in III<: mesic north and c~nler 
and A. nigl'cscms in Ihe semi_arid south. but r~cruitment of oolh sp<:c les appears to have 
d~cr~a"d dramatically. A tn<:thod for age det~lminalion hy nng counl' would contribute 
to ecological >lUdics of each oflhese species. 
Disc, w~re Clll from fiv~ lrees of each species at between O.Sm and 1.510 from the 
),'rolloo. Vk sampled fI,'e A. karroo Iree,. thn:c ~achA. niimica, and three A. n;we.,cen., 
tre"s. We al", incillded 1"0 A. "i/olica In:es amilwo A. nigre.,cen, lree> ,amp led in 2003 
in Ih" same park by February el al. (2ClO6). B"cau,"" sampling i, de,tructive, tree< were 











Chapla 5 - Ca}ibraring ring comus wirh ,.c dating 
On a bell sanda (·r Makila. Japan) after february el al. (2006). n,ey were then ,canned 
at 3600 upi (HP Scankl 3970 S"rics) and the images imported jnto Cybis CooRec()fder 
(Larsson 20M) rhi, program was used for recording band, of marginal pareOCh}ITl<1 
(sec Gourlay & Kanowski 1991; (iourlay & (irime 199 .. ; Wyant & Reid 1994: Gourlay 
1995) along IWO mdil after they w,,'" lraced around Ihe enlU'e dise under a Wild \ 13C 
(Wi ld, HeerbrLLgg, Swilzerland) stercoscopic micro'co!,<,. at between lSx and SOx 
magnifICation, Tree ring' from ~ach ,I udy speci~s are shown in figure 5,2. 
Fi~",. 5.2. Pi"""", of rjn~' in OJ A.m6~ Iw-r"', bj A.. nilolic~, .nd c) A '!!g''' ,'''''''' \!TOW' indica .. 
,ing' !iJ!Tl1C~ by baM' of rr,"T~in.l por"octym' ,'"., form til" I:>c<.:nd..,.. of approx, "'," y<ar of grov"IL 
Se,l" 00" of Imm iocl"~"~, 
Sample, for radiocarhon datirrg were . xtraet . d with an . leetric dt-ill (Metaoo, 
Germany) fi'om the center of each di", u,ing a I ,5mm dlamet~r drill bit. The ",slLlting 
<awdmt v,,,,, collected and ",m to th. Center for Appli~d [,otope StlLuies at the 
University of Georgia tor M1S radiocar\xHl dating. Date< w~re calibrated by the lab 











Chapler 5 C"librat ;nK rinK count" wil}' "c dalillg 
R~slllts 
We encountered similar chalkngc, wilh lree ring identification a, other authors (see 
Marlin & Moss 1997). mosl ly because marginal parenchyma are microscopic I<:alurc, in 
Acacia wood (see rigure 5.2) and can be djfljcull 10 icienllfy among other. larger wood 
kature\, However, rmg' "r~ comistently identifiahle, espec ia lly when " Il Cntirc lree 
croS, >eclion i., av"ilab le ()n which ring' can ne traced, 
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[)etails of samples of Acado 'P<'cic, \I s~d m lhi.' sludy are li,ted lJl Table 5.1 with 
ring counts and IjC ages. Tr~~ ring c()ull!, c()nsi.,temly underestimate true ag~ for the 
Acado specie> us~d lor thi, ,tudy, bUl relatiomhips ofr;"g CO\lllt to agc ar~ slrong (s~c 











Chapler 5 --- Calibral;nx rinK C(Junts with 14C c/aling 
with a s[aooarJ errOr for age cstirn~lCS of ot O.H7 year, and a y-intercept of5 85 years A. 
nilorica forms L09 ring' per year (?-O .~4 1 , p-O,OO62), with a sland~rd error for age 
estimates 0["].58 years and a y_il1tercept ofH.7H year,_ A. niWelcem form, 1.39 rings 
per year (.-'-0.952, 1'-0.(045). w rth a sland~rd error for age estimate> Q f =5.20 years arid 
a y_ intercept of \ 4. 1 0 year., All relatiunship, arC ~hamdcrit.cd by an intercept of 5 to 1 5 
y~ars ~nd by slightly more than one Qr ,lightly more than two rings per year. 
Table 5.2. Stat;,t;"" and r<~"''';O<l "lnat;on, for til. r<btim.<hip 1x1wocn I 'c .~c ""J ring coonl. St • • 1", 
Figllrc 5., (bo:iuw) , 
" Iii <~U'liuIL 
std orfor rillg,/yo", lid"" ring , 
(~ca,,) (I/,I"P") fr oq ()"i 
, <am,", 0.930 O,OOSI ",' j ,Sj+O ,42"rin~ ' .l.O,~7 2.]~ 2.63 , niiotica 0.941 0,0062 .~. ~.78+0,n"ri"~ ±],5~ '.M ILl , nigrucem O.9~2 0,0045 .~e 1-1. lO-{I, 7l'rin~' ±~ .20 1.]9 2,~2 
-----,-
• , • 
~" 
1 
A._ ' !i '" 




o oL.........· 0 , • 1C"""" 0 1. '" " .0 " 0", .. 00.., '.:>0'>0 
fie.,. 5.3. Rin~ COOllt , '",,,,, ag<. Band, ropr<.«nt 95 ~·. oonfldc--ncc intcHllh, Sa: T.ble 5.2 ('00' 0) h 
"at;";,,, and ;<£''''' ;011 equlOc;o", for >I I 'poei",. 
Neither tree heig~1 t"H)r Ir." radiu> was a good predictor of tree age. For fivc A 
karmn treej, tree j",igilt wa, flOt rdated to age (';'"0, 121, p~0,57) and trce radius w~s not 










Chapl~r 5 - Calibrating ring courllS ..... ilh "c dOling 
individuals each of A. ni/ntien and A. nigre.>een, and couk! 001 include tree, <hted by 
Fehruary el al. (2006) because they di,loot report height and radius for the (rees they 
sampl~d_ We "~r~ unable to c>i.abh,h relationship, bel,,""" lr~e heighl and ag~ and trc~ 
radius and age, 
A. Karrou g.rew frOlll j.nmm to 3.32mm p"r year \\'ith m~~ll annual growth of 
2.24mm aoo a 'landard deviation of 1.13mlTI (,ee 'j'abl~ 5.1l . .4. IIi/()/iea grew from 
j ,78mm to 2.62mm per year with mean annual gro"th of 2.34mrn and a 'la.ldard 
')C,-illlion of j.03nun A. nigr~,j'cm,j' grew from O.')4mm to 2.86mm per Y"'U with mc~n 
annual :;rowlh of2.14mrn ~lld a ,I,m,lard deviation of I.OSmm. Data On growth rates of 
African Acacia spec;", ar~ :;carce, buI the," ring width, are suhstantially 'ma ll~r than 
those demonstrated by (ioUTlay (1995) in Ea,! Africa by a , ;milar rnethod (6.3mmlo 
19, 18mJn per ring). Prin, and Van okr Jeugd (\ 993) also docun",nt highe r growth rates in 











Chapter 5 - Calibrating ring caunts with 14C dating 
Discussion 
Relationships between ring counts and true age of the species of Acacia considered 
here are strong. Ring counts can be used to predict true age to a fair degree of accuracy 
(approx. ±1 year for A. karroa, ±4 years for A. nilatica, ±5 for A. nigrescens). However, 
species-specific calibrations ofring count-true age relationships, possibly via radiocarbon 
dating, are clearly necessary. 
Species included in this study have different age - ring count relationships. A. karroa 
forms approximately two rings per growing season, while A. nilotica and A. nigrescens 
form only one, even though A. karroa and A. nilatica have overlapping distributions. 
Because ring formation in Acacia trees is closely associated with changes in water 
availability (Gourlay 1995), this indicates that A. karroa may be more sensitive to the 
small mid-wet season dip in rainfall than A. nilatica. Moreover, A. karroa appears to 
form more 'false rings' (2.38 rings per year is an extra ring every 3 years) than A. nilotica 
(1.09 rings per year is an extra ring every 11 years). This also suggests that growth or at 
least ring formation in A. karroa is more sensitive to intra-annual variation in rainfall 
than in A. nilotica. A. nigrescens occurs in more arid areas than both A. nilotica and A. 
karroo, which may explain why it forms more 'false rings' (1.39 rings per year is an extra 
ring every 3 years) than A. nilotica. Unfortunately, information on rainfall sensitivity of 
Acacia species with which to compare this data is not readily available. 
We chose not to force y-intercepts through zero for relationships between 
radiocarbon dates and ring counts (see Figure 5.3), and y-intercepts are substantial (5.85 
years for A. karroa, 8.78 years for A. nilatica, and 14.1 years for A. nigrescens). If the 











Chapter 5 - Calibrating ring counts with 14C dating 
sensitive to water stress or may have been sourcing water from shallower soil horizons 
than adults (Weltzin & McPherson 1997), where soil moisture is more variable. 
Alternatively, the sampled stems may have resprouted from established roots of saplings 
damaged by herbivory or fIre. These root systems can be extensive (pers. obs.) and 
would enable small shoots to source water from similar soil horizons to adults (Weltzin & 
McPherson 1997). In this case, resprouting from stored starch reserves (Miyanishi & 
Kellman 1986; Canadell & L6pez-Soria 1998) could result in tree ring formation that is 
not related to annual rainfall seasonality. 
Clarifying the physiological and climatic causes of ring formation in Acacia species, 
particularly at younger life stages will be a vital step for validating the use of rings of 
marginal parenchyma to age these savanna trees. Gourlay (1995) has linked the 
formation of these bands to changes in moisture availability. The bands are often fIlled 
with chains of calcium oxalate crystals, depending on the aridity of the site and on 
mineral composition of soils. However, much work remains to pin down the physiology 
of ring formation, which is well established for the temperate forest trees used for 
traditional dendrochronology (Fritts 1976; Schweingruber 1996). The cambial injury 
approach used by Wyant and Reid (1992) might contribute. 
Tree ring counts using marginal parenchyma bands in A. karroo, A. ni/otica, and A. 
nigrescens provide a good way to estimate age of trees. Radiocarbon dating, as in this 
study, or some other method of assessing true age is necessary to calibrate robust 
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Chapter 6 
Continuous versus episodic recruitment in three 
African Acacia species 











Chapter 6 - Continuous vs. episodic tree recruitment 
Introduction 
Savanna is defmed by having a continuous grass layer and a discontinuous tree layer 
and is among the most globally widespread biomes (Skarpe 1992; Scholes & Archer 
1997). Savannas occur in diverse areas of high and low rainfall and of variable soil 
fertility, making them difficult to defme on the basis of climatic and edaphic features 
alone. Since the beginning of the last century, the dominant paradigm for explaining tree 
grass coexistence - the Walter hypothesis - suggested that trees and grasses do not 
actually compete because trees source water from deeper soil horizons and grasses source 
more ephemeral water from shallower soil horizons, resulting in potentially stable tree-
grass coexistence (Walter 1971; Walker & Noy-Meir 1982). This equilibrium approach 
to savannas has been seriously criticized (Ellis & Swift 1988; Westoby et al. 1989; 
Sullivan & Rohde 2002; Briske et al. 2003). Savannas can vary much more widely than 
equilibrium concepts allow, even over relatively short time periods (Walker et al. 1981; 
Westoby et al. 1989; Gillson 2004) and are often not at equilibrium with long term 
climate averages (Bond 2005; Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2005). 
Rainfall, fire and herbivory are widely considered to be among the major 
determinants of savanna structure (Scholes & Archer 1997). Although rainfall is often 
assumed to be stable - mean annual rainfall is often used in assessing distribution of 
savanna relative to rainfall (Scholes & Walker 1993; Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 
2005) - variability in rainfall may be important in determining the way that trees 
establish in savannas, thereby shaping savanna structure. In arid savannas, seedling 
establishment may happen primarily in years with exceptionally high rainfall (O'Connor 
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aged tree cohorts; the extent to which episodic seedling establishment shapes tree 
population dynamics is unknown, however, and seedling establishment often does not 
dominate tree population dynamics (Watson et al. 1997; Brown & Archer 1999; Wiegand 
et al. 1999; Wiegand et al. 2004). In mesic and semi-arid savannas, interannual rainfall 
variability determines grass growth, fuel loads, and fIre intensity (Scholes & Archer 
1997; Higgins et al. 2000; Balfour & Howison 2001; Knapp et al. 2001) and potentially 
influences tree growth directly (Miller et al. 2001). 
Fire and browsing can suppress tree cover below its climate potential (Prins & van 
der Jeugd 1993; Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2005), while grazing decreases 
standing grass biomass, resulting in decreases in the effects of grass competition and fIre 
on tree cover (Walker & Noy-Meir 1982; Madany & West 1983; Sharp & Whittaker 
2003; van Langevelde et al. 2003; Archibald et al. 2005; Collins & Smith 2006). Fire, 
browsing, and grazing are highly variable both spatially and temporally. This variability 
may be fundamental to the dynamics and demography of savanna trees. 
Fire is an event, and therefore necessarily temporally variable. Higgins et al. (2000) 
suggest a mechanism for this discontinuous disturbance to regulate tree cover. They 
argue that fIre limits tree cover by preventing the recruitment of tree saplings into adults 
(see also Hoffmann 1999) rather than by killing existing adult trees (Williams et al. 
1999). Savanna saplings survive fife by resprouting after shoots are burnt (Miyanishi & 
Kellman 1986; Hoffmann 1998) until they manage to escape the 'fIre trap' between fifes 
by growing into adult trees (Higgins et al. 2000; Gardner 2006). Variation in fire interval 
is important to the biological response of trees to fIre; frequent fIres suppress saplings, 
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2000). Fire is also an inherently spatial process (Urban et al. 1987; Heyerdahl et al. 
2001), introducing more heterogeneity into savannas (Eckhardt et al. 2000; Moreira 
2000; van Wilgen et al. 2003; D'Odorico et al. 2006) in patches at multiple scales (Baker 
1993). 
The role of herbivory in influencing tree cover in savannas is more difficult to 
generalize, in part because the impacts of mammal herbivory depend on whether grazing 
or browsing predominates. Intense grazing pressure has often been linked to increases in 
woody cover (Archer 1990; Roques et al. 2001; Sharp & Whittaker 2003), due to 
decreases in fire intensity (Sharp & Whittaker 2003; van Langevelde et al. 2003; 
Archibald et al. 2005; Collins & Smith 2006), decreases in grass competition (Walter 
1971; Walker & Noy-Meir 1982; Madany & West 1983), and even increased dispersal 
(Brown & Archer 1999). Herbivore pressure often varies substantially across a landscape 
(Coughenour 1991; Bailey et al. 1996; Schwinning & Parsons 1999). Where both 
browsing and grazing are important in the landscape, especially in areas with extant 
native herbivore assemblages, herbivory more often results in suppression of tree 
recruitment. Browsing by mesoherbivores, particularly impala, suppresses sapling 
growth (see Chapter 4 in this volume; Belsky 1984; Barnes 2001; Augustine & 
McNaughton 2004; Sharam et al. 2006), preventing recruitment of saplings into adults 
(Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Barnes 2001). As with fire, a temporary reduction in 
herbivore use intensity can result in recruitment of saplings into adults; temporal 
variability in herbivory may be a key factor in savanna tree dynamics (Prins & van der 
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(Coughenour 1991; Young 1994; Bailey et al. 1996; Schwinning & Parsons 1999; 
Redfern et al. 2005), introducing heterogeneity into savanna ecosystems (du Toit 2003). 
Spatial and temporal variation are scale-dependent. Scale of observation often 
determines what types of variation are observed and what types of drivers are perceived 
as responsible for variation (Coughenour & Ellis 1993; Gillson 2004). Gillson (2004) 
used long term pollen records to demonstrate hierarchical patch dynamics; high levels of 
variability at local scales aggregate, resulting in stability at a regional scale constrained 
by climate. In fact, climatic drivers are often discussed as primary determinants of 
savanna structure at regional and continental scales (Williams et al. 1996; Scholes et al. 
2002), while fIre and herbivory are usually discussed more locally (Eckhardt et al. 2000; 
Moreira 2000; du Toit 2003; van Wilgen et al. 2003; D'Odorico et al. 2006). Explicit 
considerations of spatial and temporal variability at multiple scales are clearly vital in 
discussions of what processes structure savannas. 
The above discussion suggests two major points: 1) woody cover is suppressed by 
fIre and herbivory preventing demographic transition of saplings to adult trees, and 2) 
rainfall, fIre, and herbivory are temporally and spatially variable features at mUltiple 
scales whose effects on savannas are probably explicitly temporal and spatial. We 
present here the results of a study examining the temporally and spatially variable 
establishment of adult Acacia trees. We wished to establish whether tree recruitment was 
continuous, consistent with 'equilibrium' savanna models, and if not, whether variable 
recruitment was related to special conditions or events identifIable from rainfall, 
herbivore population, or fIre records for the park. Trees of each of three species of 
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techniques (see Chapter 5 in this volume; Gourlay & Grime 1994; Gourlay 1995) to 
establish population structure. The ageing method essentially establishes ages for 
successful stems; if an individual resprouted from the base after a fire, for instance, we 
aged the stem that became an adult, rather than the time of establishment of the 
individual. Thus, results reflected sapling release events rather than seedling 
establishment events. The approach was explicitly demographic, and spatial structuring 
of samples at multiple scales allowed us to ask whether population structure differed 
depending on scale. By contrasting tree ages with rainfall, fire and herbivory records, we 
inferred what drivers were responsible for sapling release. 
Study Area 
The study was conducted in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park (900 km2; 28°00' - 28°26' S; 
31°43' - 32°09' E), located in northern KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. Topography is 
varied, consisting mainly of rolling hills of up to 540m elevation in the Hluhluwe Game 
Reserve area falling into broader river valleys at 40m elevation in the iMfolozi Game 
Reserve area. Soil types are closely linked to bedrock geology (Graham 1992), 
consisting predominantly of shales and sandstones with intermittent doleritic intrusions 
(King 1970; Graham 1992). Because slopes are steep, catenary sequences that dominate 
soils in other African savannas are not distinct in this area. 
Rainfall is closely linked to elevation within the park (Balfour & Howison 2001), 
producing a rainfall gradient between higher elevation Hluhluwe GR and lower elevation 
iMfolozi GR. The longest rainfall series comes from Hilltop Tourist Camp in Hluhluwe, 
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was 974mm. A maximum rainfall of 1594mm fell during the 195711958 season and a 
minimum of 517mm during the 199111992 season. Hluhluwe daily temperatures range 
between ~39°C (mean daily T max) and ~ 15°C (mean daily T min) in summer and between 
~32°C and ~9°C in winter. iMfolozi daily temperatures range between ~40°C and ~14°C 
in summer and between ~34°C and ~6°C in winter (Zululand Tree Project baseline data). 
The two reserves constitute ecologically distinct areas characterized by different plant 
species composition and fIre frequency and large mammal herbivore pressure. Most 
areas in the Hluhluwe Reserve, including areas of relatively low rainfall, have burned 
more than 10 times between 1956 and 1996, while most areas in the iMfolozi Reserve 
have burned only between one and eight times during the same period (Balfour & 
Howison 2001). Large mammal herbivore densities within and between reserves vary 
depending on herbivore habitat preferences. Impala (Aepyceros melampus) are by far the 
most numerous herbivore in the park and occur with higher densities in semi-arid 
iMfolozi (36 per km2) than in mesic Hluhluwe (24 per km2); white rhino (Ceratotherium 
simum) make up the largest biomass in the park with higher densities in iMfolozi (2.5 per 
km2) than Hluhluwe (1.8 per km2). Herbivore densities have fluctuated substantially 
during the past century in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park, largely due to hunting, the rinderpest 
epidemic, and culling campaigns during the early part of the 20th century associated with 
efforts to eradicate the nagana livestock disease. However, herbivore densities have 
recuperated and have been dramatically higher during the last 20 years than at any point 
during the preceding century. The park currently employs drought mitigation strategies, 
including limiting fIre during dry periods and controlling animal populations, to minimize 
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Methods 
A total of 125 adult trees each of Acacia karroo, A. niiotica, and A. nigrescens were 
sampled for ring counts. Samples were structured spatially to determine not only if 
recruitment is event-driven but also to give an approximation of the scale of event that 
drives recruitment. Within the park landscape, five areas of 0.25 km2 (25 ha) were 
randomly selected to represent a 'hillside' and 25 trees sampled in each. Within each 
hillside, five stands of trees were randomly selected and five trees sampled within an area 
of 0.25 ha. Thus, spatially structured sampling with five hillsides of five stands each of 
five trees each makes up a sample of 125 trees total, which represent the whole park, or 
landscape. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic of sampling stratification at multiple scales, as 
well as locations of hillsides in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park. Note that trees, stands, and 
hillsides were sampled randomly as long as there were sufficient trees in an area to fit a 
plot and at a distance of not closer than two kilometers from the next closest hillside 
sampled or 100m from the next closest stand sampled. Discs were cut from each tree at 
between 0.5m and 1.5m from the ground. Because sampling is destructive, trees were 
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• 
125 250 315 SOOMelerS.' 
o Acacia karroo 
• Acacia nilotica 
& Acacia nigrescens 
t 
o 2.5 5 10 15 20 .-c.-c. .. .c===-... km 
Figure 6.1. Sampling locations in Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park. Sampling was structured spatially into the five 
'hillsides', each of 2.5 ha, located within a 'landscape'. Five stands of five trees each were sampled on 
each hillside, resulting in a total sample of 125 trees of each of three species ('Akar' = Acacia karroa; 
'Anil' =A. nilatica; 'Anig' =A. nigrescens). 
Discs were prepared for microscopy by polishing using progressively finer sandpaper 
on a belt sander (4" Makita, Japan) after February et aZ. (2006). They were then scanned 
at 3600 dpi (HP ScanJet 3970 Series) and the images imported into Cybis CooRecorder 
(Larsson 2006). This program was used for recording bands of marginal parenchyma 
(see Gourlay & Grime 1994; Gourlay 1995) along two radii after they were traced around 
the entire disc under a Wild M3C (Wild, Heerbrugg, Switzerland) stereoscopic 
microscope, at between lSx and SOx magnification. Ring counts were calibrated to tree 
age via radiocarbon dating of a sub-sample of S trees for each species that span the range 
of tree ring counts found in this study (see Chapter S). Ring counts provide reliable 
estimates for 14C age to ±0.87 years for A. karroo, to ±3.S8 for A. nilotica, and to ±S.20 
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History of Acacia recruitment, derived from ring counts, was first evaluated for 
spatiotemporal structure in recruitment at landscape, hillside, and stand scales separately. 
Recruitment was considered to occur in 'episodes' when recruitment occurred for fewer 
than 5 years and in extended periods when recruitment occurred for more than 10 years. 
Timing of recruitment was then compared to long-term records of rainfall, fire, and 
herbivore populations. Complete rainfall records are available from the research station 
in Hluhluwe from 1933. This record was used for relating A. karroo and A. nilotica 
recruitment to rainfall but is too recent for comparison with A. nigrescens recruitment. 
Complete rainfall records are available from the Durban Botanical Gardens through the 
South African Weather Service starting in 1871. Annual rainfall in Durban is broadly 
related to annual rainfall in Hluhluwe between 1933 and 2005 (/=0.397, p<O.OOOI). 
Fire maps are available for the park from 1955, from which fire histories of each plot 
were extracted. Records of fIfes before 1955 are anecdotal; fIfes were set at the northern 
end of the park where A. karroa and A. nilotica occur and suppressed at the southern end 
where A. nigrescens occurs. Herbivore population estimates were done consistently 
every year from 1978, and less regular estimates are available from 1929 in Hluhluwe 
and 1952 in iMfolozi. Herbivore numbers are impossible to estimate reliably from 
anecdotal accounts from before this time. 
Fire records were compared to recruitment at landscape, hillside, and stand scales, 
because records were spatially explicit; however, rainfall and herbivore populations were 
only compared to recruitment at the landscape scale, because historical records are not 
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Re,ull" 
The thrcc Acacia ,pc~ics sckctcd for thi, ,tlldy yickkd ~kar and c<Jlmtablc tr"" rings 
that providcd cstimates of trce agc . The olde't adult A mrr()() established in Iygy and 
was 17 y"a,,; old, the olde,t A. nilo1ica in 1946 and was 60 years old, and the old"st A, 
nigre.""en., in 191)9 and wa, 98 years 01:,1. A, kanoo tree, begin to scnesce at amuro 30 
year, of age (Gourlay e/ al. 19%); these tree, had n(1t reached maximum age for the 
'pee ie,. Ind"peroent maximum age estimat"! were '101 avaiiabk for A. lIifO/ica and A. 
nigrescens. A, eri%ba, a ,peci"s fo und in arid savannas in South"rn Africa is known to 
reach up to 300 years old (Timberlake 1980), Burkea ajric,ma, another common Afri<:an 
savanna trcc ,pc~ie" ha, doc"'n<:nl~d ages of 115 "can (Wilson & Wilkowski 2003), 
""laximum ago, for A . "iloriea and A . nigr<'.,ee/j" found in this , tud} werC within a 
reasonahle range for ,avanna tnoes in general: maximum age of A. mrroo wa, }Olmg 
~(1rnpared 10 cxpectcd ages fm thaI spe~ie,. 
RfCRUtH1El\TOF Acacia mrroo 
Recruitment of most of the adult A . mrroo pres"nt in the larJ(hcape began aro""d 
1992. cominued for four years until 19%, and declined «e" Figure 6.2) . This period of 
recruitmem was cO'lCurrent with a period of drought, high herhivore den,it i"s, and very 
littk fire . Although isolating the effects of any of these factors is impossible. decrea,e, 
in rainfall and rdated chang~, in di,turbance, from hc,hi,-or] and firc ~karl" had a majm 
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ri~ur. 6.2. Timing or''''Tui,menr oradul,.' farm" in Ill uhluwe iMfnk-"i Park .~. kam)O "dull> now 
p'.<,On, ill the I",d""dp" bc~.n r~,."j,in~ in 1 '192, coocurren' v.i,h , relativ.ly dl)' perind with liLlk tire alld 
'" iner .. ,e in !\Tw,r ""d mixcJ foe<le, ;;Ietl,i,i.s_ Ilocrui"~ .n' ~ow<d nff around 19%_ "' 'Il< ",xl ur thi, 
period 
ilecau<e of diITercnce, in variancc among populations and nOll-normal 
distributillns (see Figure 1'-3), a non-parametric Kruskal-WalllS ANOVA was used 10 
delermine Whelh~T lhc liming of recruitmem differed among hillsides, Rc~ruilmen1 
""~U1Ted al diftcrent lime' and with diITerenl inten,ilie, depending on localilln wilhin lhe 
land,calX' (H~33.7, p<O_(Hllll)_ Comparison with local fire hi'lOrie, rewaled lhm On 
three hillside, (Atar! , Akar4, Akar5), recruitment of adull A_ karroo occurred during 
extendcd period< (--four ycars) with no fire (sec Figure 6 .. ,), The lWO remaining hillside, 
d"-l not have extended period, "ilhoul firc. bUl recruitmenl occurrcd during period with 
less frequenl fire. Recruitmenl of A_ kan-oo i, relalcd III dccrease, in fire frcquency and 
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__ .t. _ (ire 
F;~"r. 6.,. I 'i mi"~ of r<eru;tm<tlt of adu lt.4 <anon on five hill, idc, in Hluhluw< iMfuluzi p .,.~ . On 
three hill;id<s (A."", A <or,. Al"'~j. """,jtm",,! of A farm() .dul", now pr<<<Tll WM conClll'1'mt with 
peril':! of no fire of ' PJlf",j m~"ly four Y""'" I ~ff<r<tlC<' in . ge< of A. i:£JN'()O .wlts OIl the", hillside, 
were 'i~jficMl (K-W AN IW A: I!- J3.7;p<O,IJOO'~ 
Ages oj adult A. karr{)o abo differed slg:nificarllly among stands (1I=70A, p« I.(lOO j ) 
(see Figure 6.4). Sume hillsides had cwn-agcd ,lands aCrOSS the Crl!irc hill side (Abr2, 
Aka r4) or had tre", wilh rnure variable age aero" the entire hi llside (,\kar l ). However, 
olhers hilk ilks had slLhmamial variation amo ng 'land, within th. hillsiM (Akar 3, 
Akar51. Re~nL ilment on 'AkaL", ill part icu lar, wa, nol chara<-1erized by an exteooed 
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lh~n p~rll1il re.l~a,~ of adult A. karroo on this hillside. lIow~wr. fire records are not 
spHtially detailed enough to allow such fine-,cal~ compan>Oll. 
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Fi~ul-' 6.4. Ages orA . !,,,TUO """lis in llluhluwe i\lf~I(17i Park. \10<1;011<, quart;l« and rang« >TO 
pr,,-"'"lCd f()f c.<'h >Laml ur !;\'" lree', j'i," ""n(~ \\,<!< ","'p lod If"" "",h offi" hill,id",;1\ tho I""k 
Hill,idc three \Ak,~,) d("""'~r.I('-' "",ujlm,," <"O[,ls ""m"';m. , OCCUrI'oJ in "an d_,ind ratchl 
Oiffcr<llcc.\ in "g"" uf -1. /W'TOO aliults .m""s >UlOlls ""'"" si~nilicHnt IK-W ANOVA: iF7f).4; P<'),OO<J\~ 
Rccruitmclli orA. Karroo is discontinuous and r~lakd t() minfall vHriability_ herbivore 
densities_ am tire at a Ianu,cHpe ,cale .. It is YHriable at I()cHlihill,id~ and ,tand scales as 
"ell. >nggcsting that .'palial variation in fire, am pm,ibl,. in h~rbivore Jemitle.,_ are key 
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RECRUm1E:-<T or Acacia nilalica 
Recruitment of most of the A, nl/olica pre>cnl in the lamlscapc began around 19~7 
and incr.a,ed until I %5> dropped off dra,tically for three years. began again in 1970, and 
COOl inued tlntil 1 ')75 (see Figure 6,5), J .ow l. ve Is of recruitment of adult, comin""d until 
1985. Recruilment Wa, undoubtedly ,Iiscominu[)l/S at (he landscape scale, hut 
r.cruitlTklll1 ep iwde, «5 yrs long) were probably b, important lhan ext.nd"d period, 
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:-.10 rdation,hip between .~. nilolin, recruitment and variation, in rainfall, herhivme 
densities, and fire was evident There wa, an increaoc in fIr~ frequency and extent in 
about 198(), when recmiunent declined drastically, hut ~c"u."" fire records extend only 
to 1955, a similar comparison to the time when recruitment began i~ impossihle. There 
was no marked increa"" in the prop0l1ion of'lUnds bummg during the lull in recruitment 
from 1967to 1%9 
Again, a non-porametr i.e Kruskal_ Wallis A"IOV A wa, u~d t" determine whether the 
timing of recruitment difkred among hillsides ixcause of unequal \'ariance among 
hill,iues anu Ilon-nonnal distributions (see Figure 6.6). Recruitment occurred at different 
tilne' and "il h dlfferent inlensitie.' uepeoo ing on localion within the landscape (JI=38 .9. 
p<D.OOO1). Comparison., -..ilh local fire hi,tone, ,how, that on three hillside, (Anill, 
Anil2, AnilJ), recruitInent of A. ni/o/icu adults oc"ufIed during period, of low fire 
frequency. On another (AniI4) recru ilmenl OC"UfIeU eariler during a period of moderale 
fire frequency and wa, f"llowed by a period of low fire frequency: seedling; Or sapling, 
of A. ni[o/ica that we re present in lhe area might have already c",apcd and r~cruited into 
.dults by the time fire freq'-"'ocy decreased On another hillside (AniIS), however, 
recru~ment occurred well after an extended period wilimut fire. Timing of"cruitmcnt of 
the A. ni/a!iw adult, present certainly varied among hillsides in the landscape_ but 
condu si, ely linking variations to changes in nre frequency wa~ impossib Ie Decreases in 
fIre frcqueocy may ha,e played a role in allowing A. nito!i"" adults t" est"bli,h. 
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-Fi~"r< "_"_ riming of recruitment of .dult.1 niloITca on Ii"" nill,jdc, in Hluhluwc iMhlo,i P""k. On 
U".., ». 11,;0., (AllilL Anil2, Anil)), ,o<ruitmrnt of ,J. nilorica :>Jul" now pre",o! " "" COOOL.-rCTlt ",ito 
I""io,j, of ,dati, oil' low firo hqurnc)', Diffcronco., in .go. of ,1 ni/o<ica .dlllt, OJ1 the", hiIL,id"" we,." 
"gn ifi ""lll (K. \\' ,\:\OV A: H- 38, 9: p<OJ()O j) 
Age, of ",lllil A. nilolieu abo JilTcrcd signilicanlly ~mong ,[and, (H- 77,8, p<O.OOO 1) 
(>ee FiglLre 6_7) , For the most pan, tree age w"< variab l~ aero" entire hill_ides (Anill, 
AniJ3, AniI4) . How~ver. one hillside (AniI2) had one stand ofa clearly differ~nt coflOn 
(han the re,L Another (AniI5) showed significant different~\tiun in age amung ,tami.<. 
TtJ"", stands showed that even-aged cohort, re,ulting from an epis.ode at a ,mall ",ale 
certainly did occur and probably contributed 10 the ob,erved population 'tructure of A 
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imp,mib Ie to detect by this metOOd "here the", cohorb werC oot ,patially scpamted into 
uj"tinct patcocs, 
Recruitment of A. ni/uliw i, uiscominlloll' at " landsc~pc scale, but did not appear to 
be strong ly related to rainfall variability, h" riliv()[e dens;t"", or fire hi,tory. It i, variHble 
at locallhijlside ~nd st~lId scales as well, suggesting that spatial variabiltty in recruitment 
plHyed a role in A, ili/utica population dynamics, At I~rgc scaks, discontinuity in 
recruitment wa, cIDr<ICtcrized by longer term pcriod, of recruitment miller than by 
recruitment episoo~s_ (lOWeHr, cohorts of trees of tile 'Hme age emerged at finer scHle, . 
Long tenn Jl""rioos of r~cruitment at larger sca les mHy hav~ re,ulted from coalescing 
cohorts and clump' at finer temporal and spatia l sca les Fo llowing H rmller extended 
period of recruitment. very Jew A, nilotica have hecome adult, since 1985: thi, sugge'ts 
tlW recruitmclll orA, nilolica aduks has Slopped_ 
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RfCR1.'1ThfEl'-.'T or Acacia J1igrn'cem 
Rccru;trn.nt of most of In. A. n;gre.<cem pre ,.1tt ;nlh. iar\d<;e"p" occurred hctw~en 
19..\3 and 1977 (sec Figure 6.8). However. rales ofr.cruitment ofadutt' were variab l. 
from y~ar io y<:ar Juring: Ihis lim"; p"rliclElarly hIgh recruitment occurred ill 1951, 1954, 
J~58. 1961, 1%4. and 1966. r\o young adults of A nigre"een< w~re found, inuie"!ing: 
Ihal rccruilm.nt slopp"d Ln th~ entire lar<!<.eap' in about 1977. In the case of 11. 
njgrescens, this extended period of r~crui!mcm from 1943 to 1977 was _<lI'uctured into 
'hort "pi,oJ ~,_ R~cruilm~n\ "'as ,ll,conlinuous at til<: landscape ,cale on both ,hart and 
long tim.. >caks_ 
Fire and herbivor. den_ity records are not long enough to \", really ",dul lor 
interpreting cau,", of sapling Idease il1thi _, specie,_ IImnver, t~ ~nd ofrecruitment in 
about 1977 was concurrent with dramatic increases in herbivore densities, particularly of 
mixed feeders like impala (Ael'ycems me!ampu3) and with the end of fi,.., suppression 
throughout (he rang~ of A. nigrescens in the park, ['ire rrcquwcie_, remain low 
lhroughout the study ar~a, ho\,~ver. and variation_, ill !Ir~ frequency during the lim" 
co,'ered by the dataset do [\(1t sc~m to affect reeTuillncnl rates of.-1, nigre"cenL 
Ag"lll. a oon-parametric Kruskai-W~ilis Al\OVA was used to determine whether the 
liming ofrecruitm.;nt difl"reJ among hillsides Ixc~use ofuncqualvariance among 
hillside, and non-normal distriblition, (see figure 6.9), Rceruiuncnl occurred at different 
time_ and with differ~m inlensitie.. dep~ndil1g onioc"tiun within thl: i"nd scap~ (H=56,8, 
p < ()J)()() 1)_ Recruitment b;,gan ~arlier and occurred over a much long"r lim" period on 
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Rec,uitmmt ",,,,,,,,",d during. sit"" period or epivJc on ""me hill,idc, (Anig L .\"i l'2, Ani g4, ,\n; <o) an d 
0, ,"' ti",,, Oil " he,", 1,\n;1'), F in' frcqUC"TlC) ' apparm Uy did "'" imp. <t 00 , ocruitrnem lJi ffer",lc~, in "8"' 
oj' .wl" 00 til '"''' hi l l, i<k" W 01" ' ign ificanL \K· W !l.NOV.\ : H- %K I'<1I.o(XI1), 
di,cominuou< and helerogeneou, r~"ruilmellL Of too hillsides that recruited over a short 
period. lr~' on \\\0 hillsides (Anig4. Anig5) recruiled ,ubstant~tlly laler than tree, on the 
oth~r lWO (Anig!. Anig2). On 0'"' hil lside (Anig5), II", ~stahli5h""nt of one tree 
approxirnat~ly JO y~ar' before the rest confirm, th~t there \\'ere major gaps in 
recmitment. Compari,un, with local fire hi,tor>es indicated that fire did not occnr with 
cnongn frequency to be a maior determinant of rat~s of r~crnitment of A. nigre,<;een,< 











Ch(1pl~r 6 - COlllinuous I'S. episodic tree recruitment 
Age., of adult A. nigre,<an, abo differed signifj~amly among slands (lF85 .3, 
I'<O,[W)(Il) (,"" Figure 6.10). Some hillsides had e\en-aged stands acros, th e entire 
hillside OT had trees with more variable age aero,s {he entire hillside (Anigl, Anig2, 
Anig~, Anig5). Howe,'"r, on" hill, id. also had suhslantml variation among stand, within 
the hillside (AnigJ). As with A. }(dr-roo and A nilorica, there was some degree of spatia l 
separation o[cohorts at the ,land ,~a l •. 
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,to.",", 
Fi~ur< 6.l0. Ag<s of A ni).;" ' ''''''' ,dlli" in IIlllhhrw. iMfolol.i Park, Modi"",. quartil« and r.ns«:>r. 
pre,onled li>r each ,UmJ of liv, (rtt" Five '1""," \wre sampled from ,,"oh of five hill si,;", in th o f'lI'k. 
Hilbido three (Ani~3.1 • OCnlOO>Irated <h", recruitment of A oigre><Yn, "a> Slruo4urN at th e , .. nd itvel. 
DilT.rem", in .~'" of .dults OJ <h . .. s(,o d< \,.'" 'isoi 1;0'0' (K-W AN()V A, H-~~.J; I'<:O.OO()]-, 
Recruitment of A. n;Xl'e.<cem is discominuous at a hUJ(h~"pt: ""k hut did JJ()I app"ar 
to ~ re lated 10 rainfall varbbility_ herhi\'or~ demit ie.', or fire history. Although 
recruitment did appcar to ClId simultancous with an increase in mixed fe~der densities, 
ddining and [elating lhe timing of reka,e 10 mixed feeder population gro"lh woukJ be 
s~cu l ati,·e. A. nigrescens is ,·ariab le at localih illsidc and stand scales as wel l, sugg~sting 
that spatia l variability in recruitment played a role in A. nigrescens poputation dynamics 
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high frequency of year-long r"CrUilrTl<:nl "piwdes, sugg~'ling lhal lher~ Were cohort, 
even allarge spat ial scalel_ CooorLI of tree_I (lfthe _lame age were al'iO pre_lent at finer 
>.eak" 
We examined the populalion SlrLIClllre of lhr~~ Awei" s(X:cie, CA. ""rroo, A. IIi/Ulic", 
and A. nigrescws) u,ing lrc~ ring agillg 0 f adull lr"es to delcrminc w octhcr ~,tabl"hlllell1 
of adult Acacia tree_, i, a C(lnt inuou, prnce" at mu It ip Ie _Ica Ie.: stand, hill'ide, and park 
\li" compar"d population strllcture with records (If rain lilli, herbivore population'. and 
fLle fur ev idence ofrecruiuocnl rdalcd to, or limit~d by, "ariabilily in H"",~ factors. 
SPA I'l\.l IFMI')RAI. I'.-\TT£RNS IN ACJCI.l RECRUITMfNT 
Recrllltr(lem (If ad" It tree, Wa, d ;"contilluoUS for a II specie, of Awe;" included in thi, 
study. However, patterns ofrecruitmem through time varied among specie,_ A. karma 
adulls all established during a four year period ofrdatively low rainfall, high grazer and 
mixed f"ed~r <knsiti<:s, and little tire. suggesting a lands.ape-scak episode lIowever, 
facIo" allowing sapling release filllctLoned at finer _Ieales, since timing of recruitment 
differed among hilbid", alld >lalld, and occurred during period, wh<:n mdlvidual hillside. 
did 110\ burn. Fire was the direct trigger for recruitment (If A_ karmo, but a drought alld 
larg~ grazer and mixed feeder population' pmbably contributed t(l decreales ill flYe 
freq"ency in the entire land,cape. Low rainfall re,ult, in d"cr~a,ed gra" growlh alld 
fiJeJ-ioad, (Balfom & HOW;"'" 2001: Knapp eI ai, 2(01). and high mix~d feeder and 











Chapter 6 - Continuous vs. episodic tree recruitment 
fIre frequency and intensity (van Langevelde et al. 2003; Archibald et al. 2005; Collins & 
Smith 2006). Although isolating the effects of drought from the effects of grazing 
pressure was impossible, both probably contributed to a decrease in grass biomass and in 
fIre frequency. We do not know if drought or increased grazing pressure alone would be 
suffIcient to trigger sapling release and adult establishment. While climate is not within 
the control of management, managing herbivore densities around climate variation to 
maximize or decrease the possibility of an establishment event would be a possible 
component of managing tree populations and woody cover in these temporally dynamic 
savannas (see Westoby et al. 1989). In the case of A. karroo, management issues often 
center on preventing establishment of what is perceived to be a bush encroaching species 
(O'Connor 1995). Allowing herbivore populations to track rainfall more closely and to 
fluctuate and decline more severely during droughts and dry periods might allow some 
fIre to continue burning during droughts and might prevent A. karroo establishment 
episodes from occurring. 
Notably, A. karroo did not establish as adults during an earlier period with similar 
conditions - drought and high herbivore numbers - during the late 1970s and early 
1980s. If it had, these adults should have still been in the landscape, if close to senescing 
(Gourlay et al. 1996). There are a number of hypotheses for why recruitment may not 
have occurred during this earlier period. The seedling or sapling bank that would have 
been released may not have been present in the landscape. Recruitment of saplings into 
adults depends on a sapling bank, than may in tum depend on a previous event or period 
with conditions suitable for seedling establishment (O'Connor 1995). Grasslands with A. 











Chapter 6 - Continuous vs. episodic tree recruitment 
present in the landscape as early as the 1930s (see Chapter 3 in this volume; Henkel 
1937; Whateley & Porter 1983). Alternatively, increasing atmospheric C02 
concentrations may be allowing saplings to grow faster and to escape the fITe trap more 
quickly than they could during the 1970s and 1980s (Bond & Midgley 2000). If this is 
the case, changes in atmospheric C02 are having major and tangible effects on tree 
dynamics in savanna systems. 
A. nilotica and A. nigrescens adults recruited over a much longer period of time than 
A. karroo. A. nilotica adults recruited mostly between 1957 and 1965 and again between 
1970 and 1975, and A. nigrescens between 1943 and 1977. Recruitment of both species 
declined to near zero in the mid-1970s, despite occupying different parts of the park with 
differing herbivore and fire ecology. Neither A. nilotica nor A. nigrescens shows any 
signs of recent or continuing recruitment. However, recruitment patterns within longer-
term periods differed for A. nilotica and A. nigrescens. A. nilotica recruited continuously 
within its discontinuous but extended periods of recruitment, even for the most part at the 
hillside scale, although local patches of episodic recruitment did sometimes occur. By 
contrast, A. nigrescens recruitment rates were discontinuous from year to year, with 
especially high recruitment events every three to four years. Moreover, timing of 
recruitment of A. nigrescens differed more and was more episodic at the hillside and 
stand scale than A. nilotica. 
Recruitment of neither A. nilotica nor A. nigrescens was obviously related to patterns 
in rainfall variability, herbivore densities, or fITe frequency at the landscape scale, nor did 
either species appear to be constrained by fITe at the hillside scale. However, the ecology 
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et al. (2001) have suggested the short-grass landscapes dominated by grazers and mixed 
feeders favor A. nilotica more than the tall-grass, fIre dominated landscapes that favor A. 
karroo (see also Chapter 3 in this volume). A. nigrescens occurs mostly in areas where 
herbivores are abundant and where fIre has been historically rare; fIre was suppressed 
throughout its range until 1955 and areas have burned only very infrequently since then. 
Unfortunately, local records of herbivore densities are unavailable and the accuracy and 
temporal resolution, even at the landscape scale, is poor, except for recent estimates. 
Examining the effects that local changes in herbivore densities may have had on 
recruitment of A. nilotica and A. nigrescens is impossible. 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM IN SAVANNAS -IMPLICATIONS 
High levels of variability in the age ofthese Acacia species indicate that woody cover 
and tree densities are not constant in these savannas, with major and frequent shifts in 
composition and dominance, at least in recent history. In mesic Hluhluwe, there appears 
to be turnover from A. nilotica to A. karroo dominance as bunchgrasses that favor A. 
karroo expand (see Chapter 3 in this volume; Archibald et al. 2005), and A. nilotica 
seems to be disappearing from the landscape. In iMfolozi, A. nigrescens woodlands have 
dominated the landscape apparently since at least the 1940s but have also stopped 
recruiting. We do not know what came before or what type of system will replace these 
woodlands as these large trees start senescing or are pushed over and damaged by 
elephants. 
Neither tree structure, nor species composition, is stable in this savanna. The trees in 
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non-equilibrium is not easy to defme (Ellis & Swift 1988; Illius & O'Connor 1999; 
Sullivan & Rohde 2002) and is therefore difficult to apply as a management principle. 
Many authors persist in using equilibrium concepts to frame savanna questions or to 
model tree-grass coexistence (Walker & Langridge 1997). Even work that uses 
variability in rainfall (Woodward & Beerling 1997) or fire and herbivory (Baxter & Getz 
2005) often predicts some 'stable' or average vegetation state. Highly dynamic savanna 
tree dynamics present a challenge for savanna ecology and modeling: predicting 
vegetation that is structurally and compositionally variable in space and time. 
The potential for major ecosystem changes driven by elephant damage to large trees 
is among the most pressing concerns in protected areas in Africa. However, models of 
elephant impacts on large trees often assume continuous recruitment of new large trees to 
replace ones damaged by elephants (Caughley 1976; Duffy et at. 1999), which simply 
does not occur. These models have the potential to seriously underestimate the impact of 
elephants on savanna systems. A demographic approach that uses tree population 
dynamics as a starting point (see Baxter & Getz 2005) and explicitly includes variability 
in tree recruitment is a necessary starting point for investigations of tree dynamics and 
tree cover in savannas. 
However, shifts in dominance and species composition are a feature of savannas, with 
or without elephants. Monitoring elephant impacts on a few species of large tree, usually 
including A. nigrescens, would detect more change than predicted by elephant impact 
models, but elephants may only be accelerating changes occurring already. There may be 
less cause for concern than management and monitoring frameworks, like Kruger 
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Kruger in particular has adopted an adaptive management framework, after Westoby et 
al. (1989) (Rogers 2003). However, according to Gillson and Duffm (2007), the park's 
vegetation TPC states that woody cover should not fall to less than 80 percent of its 
highest ever value. These thresholds assume that we can and should conserve ecosystems 
in such a way that they at least broadly resemble their historical state. Our study shows 
that savannas have the potential to change in unexpected ways, with very little stability in 
either structure of species composition of the dominant trees and little continuity with 
historical conditions. Monitoring and management goals should also be structured more 
explicitly around a system dynamic that has the potential to be even broadly 
unpredictable. 
Patch hierarchy theory suggests that this dynamic heterogeneity and shifting 
dominance at the local or regional scale forms part of a more stable matrix at regional to 
continental scales (Coughenour & Ellis 1993; Gillson 2004). In fact, the largest scale that 
we consider in the study is the park, and sampling sites are restricted to an area of 
approximately 300 km2. Relative to the regional and continental scales at which stability 
in savanna ecosystems supposedly emerges, the largest scale considered here is fairly 
local. However, the regional landscape surrounding Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park is varied 
and diverse, bounded by the highveld and the Drakensberg to the north and west and by 
the Maputaland plain and the coast to the south and east (see Mucina and Rutherford 
2006). Within this landscape context, and given high levels of compositional and 
structural savanna variability in the area, stability is unlikely to emerge at larger scale. 
Some savannas may be stable at regional and continental scales (Gillson 2004). Long-
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savannas are meta-stable (Gillson 2004). Tree ring analyses in savannas (Prins & van der 
Jeugd 1993) and in conifer forests (Abrams & Orwig 1996; Bergeron 2000) have 
documented variable and episodic tree recruitment but stop short of concluding large-
scale ecosystem instability. A dynamic tree layer, with shifting structure and species 
composition, that characterizes this savanna may be exceptional; the extent to which 
Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park can be used as a model and generalized for other savanna 
ecosystems is not clear. However, if this dynamic instability is a feature of savannas in 
general, their regional persistence and apparent meta-stability becomes still more of a 
puzzle. Explicitly considering non-equilibrium dynamics in savannas becomes 
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SUMMARY 
Variability in fire, herbivory, and climate facilitate the coexistence of trees and 
grasses in savannas (Scholes & Archer 1997; Higgins et al. 2000; Sankaran et al. 2004) 
and impact upon savanna structure (Belsky 1984; Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Moreira 
2000; Archibald et al. 2005; Sharam et al. 2006), which can also vary substantially both 
spatially and temporally (Gillson 2004). Fire (Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2005) 
and herbivory (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Barnes 2001; Augustine & McNaughton 
2004) can act to suppress tree growth and reduce woody cover below its potential 
maXimum, according to regional average climate. Climate variability is also often 
thought to limit tree establishment (O'Connor 1995; Wiegand et al. 2004). Although 
these features can shape savannas at an ecosystem and even at a global level (Bond 2005; 
Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2005), fife, herbivory, and climate variability limit tree 
cover via demographic controls on tree populations, usually by suppressing establishment 
or growth and maturation of tree saplings (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Hoffmann 1999; 
Higgins et al. 2000; Barnes 2001; Wiegand et al. 2004). 
Tree distribution & community assembly 
I examined the effects of herbivory and fife on Acacia sapling distribution (see 
Chapter 3). Distributions of saplings of seven Acacia species were structured by intensity 
of herbivore use and fife frequency, as well as by grass biomass and cover (see Figure 
3.5). Species co-occurrence was not random, and intensity of herbivore use and fire were 
also good predictors of Acacia sapling community assembly (see Figure 3.7 and Table 
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distributions as consistently (see Figure 3.6). In addition, saplings and adults of the same 
species often co-occurred, indicating a degree of stability; dispersal appeared to be 
limiting only for some species. 
In addition, sapling branching architecture, which can be adapted for surviving 
herbivory and fire (Gignoux et al. 1997; Archibald & Bond 2003), was predictably 
related to a species niche along fire frequency and herbivore use gradients (see Figure 
3.8). I conclude that fIre and herbivory are major constraints on distributions of Acacia 
species via their effects on Acacia saplings, and saplings are adapted to surviving these 
disturbances. 
Sapling growth 
I also investigated the direct effects of browsing and a grazer-fIre interaction on 
Acacia seedling establishment and sapling growth and mortality using data from a series 
of herbivore exclusion experiments (see Chapter 4). Major effects of herbivory and fIre 
were on sapling growth rather than on seedling establishment or sapling mortality. 
Saplings responded to reductions in browsing intensity or no fIre with increased growth 
(see Figure 4.3 and 4.6). This suggests a demographic bottleneck by browsing or fIre that 
suppresses sap lings; saplings recruit to adults when they are 'released' from intense 
pressure from browsing or fIre (see Higgins et al. 2000). 
Browsing and fIre together were necessary to suppress sapling growth in mesic 
environments, where growth rates were higher, regardless of the intensity of herbivore 
use (see Figure 4.3). In semi-arid environments, where growth rates were slower, 
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offs between grazing intensity and fire intensity were evident in all parts of the landscape, 
but had a more pronounced effect on saplings in semi-arid environments. 
I conclude that browsing has the potential to limit sapling growth and adult tree 
recruitment in savanna landscapes (see also Belsky 1984; Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; 
Barnes 2001; Augustine & McNaughton 2004), not only in small areas where browsing is 
particularly intense. Herbivory can also impact on savanna structure via decreased fire 
frequency and intensity in the presence of grazers (see also Archibald et al. 2005; Collins 
& Smith 2006). Temporal variability in herbivory, resulting locally from shifts in 
herbivore landscape use (Coughenour 1991; Bailey et al. 1996) or on a landscape scale 
from varying herbivory population size (Young 1994), probably shapes the way 
herbivores impact on tree populations. Intense herbivory limits sapling growth and tree 
recruitment until herbivory decreases, releasing saplings and allowing them to recruit into 
adults (see also Prins & van der Jeugd 1993). 
Temporal and Spatial Variability in Impacts of Fire & Herbivory 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 suggested that fire and herbivory suppress sapling growth 
and prevent them from establishing as adults, and that spatial and temporal variability in 
fire and herbivory determine sapling responses. I explicitly examined patterns of 
recruitment of adult trees of three species of Acacia over the past century at mUltiple 
spatial scales using dendrochronology. I then compared adult Acacia recruitment 
patterns to variability in rainfall, fIre frequency and herbivory. Acacia adult recruitment 
was highly variable for all species. A. karroa recruitment occurred recently during times 
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frequency occurred during a landscape scale drought and concurrent increase in herbivore 
densities. Fire varies with rainfall (Balfour & Howison 2001; Knapp et al. 2001) and 
intensity of herbivory (Achibald et al. 2005; Collins & Smith 2006); and landscape level 
interactions among all three influenced tree recruitment. 
Recruitment of both A. nilotica and A. nigrescens seemed to have stopped entirely 
(see Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.8), indicating that this savanna was characterized by major 
shifts in dominance among Acacia species. Neither structural nor compositional 
dominance was stable in this savanna through time. Moreover, because this park is 
unique within a heterogeneous regional landscape, equilibrium is unlikely to emerge at a 
larger scale. Hierarchical patch theory (Coughenour & Ellis 1993; Gillson 2004) is 
unlikely to apply. Although the extent to which these patterns are generalizable to other 
savanna systems is unclear (see Gillson 2004), these results do suggest that using 
equilibrium-based models for savannas is inappropriate. 
MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
Biodiversity Conservation 
Differentiation of acacias along herbivore use intensity and fire frequency gradients 
yields an ecologically diverse suite of species, with adaptations for success in diverse 
savanna systems (see Chapter 3). This diversity presents a unique and exciting challenge, 
particularly for conservation in savanna systems. Savanna ecology has often focused on 
savanna structure and on optimizing productivity, especially in rangelands. However, in 
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conservation. Our understanding ofthe biodiversity value of heterogeneous savannas and 
their disparate elements is developing (Pickett et al. 2003; Rogers 2003; du Toit 2003; 
van Wilgen et al. 2003). 
Grazing lawns in particular have long been considered 'overgrazed', damaged 
systems because they were viewed from a productivity standpoint (Westoby 1985; 
McNaughton 1986), even though grazing lawns are often productive systems (Frank et al. 
1998). Recent work has shown that grazing lawns provide a necessary resource for large 
mammal assemblages (McNaughton 1984; Bond & Archibald 2003; Verweij et al. 2006; 
Waldram et al. 2007) and host an endemic fauna, including birds (Krook et al. 2007) and 
spiders (Mandisa Mgobozi & Michael Somers, unpublished data). My study shows that 
grazing lawns also support distinct assemblages of Acacia, as well. 
The fundamental dependence of savanna heterogeneity on disturbances like fIre and 
herbivory and on the dynamic grass layer means that management of these dynamic 
elements can have an impact on biodiversity. In Hluhluwe iMfolozi Park, where this 
work was conducted, grazing lawns were long considered to be degraded and 
management focused on 'restoring' them to tall bunch grasslands (Mentis 1968; Brooks 
& McDonald 1983). Grazing lawns are under threat and are probably much rarer than 
they were historically (Frank et al. 1998; Bond et al. 2001); the tree species that recruit 
on grazing lawns are more widespread as adults than as saplings (Bond et al. 2001). Fire-
adapted bunch grasses cover most of the landscape (Archibald et al. 2005) to the point 
that fIre-adapted species, especially A. karroa and Dichrostachys cinerea, are major 
bush-encroaching species throughout southern Africa (O'Connor 1995; Roques et al. 
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either herbivory or fIre; open Acacia savannas may be eliminated entirely and replaced 
by broad-leaved thicket by fIre and herbivore suppression (Smith & Goodman 1986; 
Smith & Goodman 1987; Sharam et al. 2006). Conservation areas need to focus 
explicitly on biodiversity conservation in heterogeneous savannas (Rogers 2003), to 
acknowledge the functional role of herbivory and fIre, and to develop fIre and herbivore 
management strategies that promote a diversity of savannas. 
Savanna Structure 
Both browsing and fIre act on Acacia saplings to suppress growth and prevent 
maturation of saplings to adults (see Chapters 4 and 6) and have the potential to limit tree 
cover and tree establishment in savannas (Prins & van der Jeugd 1993; Scholes & Archer 
1997; Roques et al. 2001; Bond et at. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2005). While the potential 
role of fIre in limiting woody cover and shaping savanna physiognomy has been widely 
acknowledged (Higgins et al. 2000; Bond et al. 2005; Sankaran et al. 2005) and the use 
of fIre as a management tool is widespread (Biggs & Potgeiter 1999; van Wilgen et al. 
2000; Govender et al. 2006), the impacts of herbivory are not as easily generalized. 
Acknowledging the potential for browsing, in particular, to directly control woody cover 
would allow us assess the extent of the impacts of herbivory on woody cover. In this 
study, browsing imposed strong controls on sapling growth in semi-arid environments, 
but even in mesic environments, fIre was able to prevent sapling escape only in 
conjunction with browsing (see Chapter 4). Bush encroachment is a major concern in 
savannas worldwide (Archer 1990; O'Connor 1995; Brown & Archer 1999; Roques et al. 
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be managed to prevent or at least to mitigate against extensive bush encroachment into 
savannas. 
However, managing the impact of fire and herbivory on tree populations and on 
savanna structure requires a context-specific understanding of how fire and herbivory 
interact with each other and with variable climate. Recruitment of A. karroa adults 
depended on a lull in fire frequency, but a landscape-scale drought and increase in 
herbivore numbers contributed to that decrease in fire frequency (see Chapter 6). 
Opportunistic management of fire and herbivory around major climatic events, 
contingencies, and other major temporal changes in savannas, such as rising levels of 
atmospheric CO2 (Bond and Midgley 2000), should form a part of long-term 
management strategies (Westoby et al. 1989). 
Even opportunistic management around contingencies must be structured around 
explicit conservation goals. However, setting goals in variable savannas, which have the 
potential to change in unexpected ways, with very little stability in either structure of 
species composition of the dominant trees and little continuity with historical conditions 
(see Chapter 6), presents a new set of challenges for managers. Even the 'thresholds of 
potential concern' (TPCs) employed by Kruger National Park in South Africa, widely 
touted as a move away from equilibrium-based management, are based upon a 
fundamental equilibrium, around which system characteristics fluctuate (Gillson & 
Duffm 2007). These thresholds assume that we can and should conserve ecosystems in 
such a way that they at least broadly resemble their historical state. These indicators or 
thresholds are an important feature ofa monitoring system, but should not form the main-
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emphasizes flexibility over fixed policy and uses experimental management to determine 
potential transitions and outcomes (Westoby et al. 1989). Management structures need to 
be more flexible and dynamic in order to deal with highly variable systems. 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
How effective is architecture? 
This study showed that Acacia species distributions are structured along fire 
frequency and herbivore use gradients, and that sapling branching architecture was 
predictably related to the position of species along those gradients. Species that occurred 
in areas with frequent fire and low herbivore use formed poles, while species that 
occurred in areas with infrequent fire and intense herbivory formed cages (Chapter 3; see 
also Gignoux et al. 1997; Archibald & Bond 2003). The degree to which these strategies 
improve saplings' ability to survive fire or to avoid or tolerate herbivory is unknown. 
Recent work has shown that A. karroa saplings resprout from stored root reserves 
repeatedly after fires and that the Hluhluwe form ofthe species has a life-history uniquely 
adapted to occupying a frequent-fire niche (Schutz 2007). However, the effectiveness of 
a highly-branched architecture in deterring herbivory by changing feeding behavior and 
decreasing feeding efficiency (see Illius et al. 2002) has been little studied. 
Can browsing control woody cover on a global scale? 
Fire and browsing both suppress tree growth (Higgins et al. 2000; Barnes 2001; 
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structure (Eckhardt et al. 2000; Moreira 2000; du Toit 2003; van Wilgen et al. 2003; 
Redfern et al. 2005; D'Odorico et al. 2006). The global influence of fIre in suppressing 
tree cover below its potential 'climate maximum' has been well documented (Bond et al. 
2005; Sankaran et al. 2005), but the global influence of herbivory has not, probably 
because it is more diffIcult to generalize. However, translating the effects of herbivory 
on sapling growth, which are substantial, into effects of herbivory on woody cover 
requires at least a regional-scale assessment of woody cover related to herbivory. 
Refining Acacia Dendrochronology 
The Acacia dendrochronology used in this study (see Chapters 5 and 6) enabled a 
long-term analysis of tree recruitment that would have been otherwise impossible. 
However, age estimates were only within ±1 year for A. karroa, within ±4 years for A. 
nilatica, and just over ±5 years for A. nigrescens (see Chapter 5). Given these levels of 
estimation error, differentiating between short recruitment events and longer periods of 
recruitment was impossible, and more accurate age estimates might yield a better 
understanding of the types of events that shape savanna landscapes. Temperate 
dendrochronology relies heavily on measuring ring width as well as counting rings and 
cross-referencing these ring-widths with standards and with climate records (Fritts 1976; 
Schweingruber 1996). The Acacia trees aged for this study did not form even and 
concentric rings, as temperate trees do, making measurements of ring-width meaningless. 
However, I attempted some preliminary analyses that indicate that relating ring cross-
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A clearer understanding of the physiology of ring formation and the circumstances 
under which rings form is necessary as a starting point for linking ring eSA to climate. 
We do know that rings are bands of marginal parenchyma that sometimes, although not 
always, contain chains of calcium oxalate crystals (Gourlay & Grime 1994; Gourlay 
1995). Some studies have attempted to validate ring counts as a method for estimating 
tree age using cambial injury techniques (see Wyant & Reid 1992); cambial injury might 
also be used to establish timing of ring formation in relation to current known climate 
history. 
Linking Tree Rings to Climate, Fire and Herbivory 
Linking recruitment of A. karroa to rainfall, fIre frequency and herbivore use was 
possible because age estimates were relatively accurate and because adults recruited 
relatively recently, when rainfall, fIre, and herbivore popUlation records were reliable. 
However, I was unable to relate recruitment of A. nilatica and A. nigrescens, possibly 
because age estimates were less accurate and because rainfall, fIre, and herbivore 
population records were of poorer quality over the longer term. There is potential for age 
estimates from ring counts for Acacia trees to improve. 
Stable isotopes in tree rings have also been used to link tree growth to climatic 
variation, using 0180 and ol3e (McCaroll & Loader 2004), and to changes in nitrogen 
cycling patterns, using 015N (Poulson et al. 1995), which are related to fIre and herbivory 
in savanna ecosystems. Stable isotopes could potentially be used to examine timing of 
recruitment of Acacia and other tree species relative to environmental conditions at the 
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